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Abstract 

Pre-deployment field testing in is the process of testing software to uncover unforeseen 

problems before it is released in the market.  It is commonly conducted by recruiting users to 

experiment with the software in as natural setting as possible.  Information regarding the software 

is then sent to the developers as logs.  Log data helps developers fix bugs and better understand 

the user behaviors so they can refine functionality to user needs.  More importantly, logs contain 

specific problems as well as call traces that can be used by developers to trace its origins.  

However, developers focus their analysis on post-deployment data such as bug reports and CVS 

data to resolve problems, which has the disadvantage of releasing software before it can be 

optimized.  Therefore, more techniques are needed to harness field testing data to reduce post 

deployment problems. 

We propose techniques to process log data generated by users in order to resolve problems in 

the application before its deployment.  We introduce a metric system to predict the user perceived 

quality in software if it were to be released into market in its current state.  We also provide 

visualization techniques which can identify the state of problems and patterns of problem 

interaction with users that provide insight into solving the problems.  The visualization 

techniques can also be extended to determine the point of origin of a problem, to resolve it more 

efficiently.  Additionally, we devise a method to determine the priority of reported problems. 

The results generated from the case studies on mobile software applications.  The metric 

results showed a strong ability predict the number of reported bugs in the software after its 

release.  The visualization techniques uncovered problem patterns that provided insight to 

developers to the relationship between problems and users themselves.   Our analysis on the 

characteristics of problems determined the highest priority problems and their distribution among 

users.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Field testing of software applications in pre-deployment is an important and necessary step 

before its release into the market.  Field testing helps uncover problems due to unexpected user 

behaviors and unforeseen bugs in a natural setting. Monitoring software for the application is 

used in field testing to capture real time information in order to generate logs. This enables the 

collection of field data without the developer’s interference.  Logs are eventually generated by the 

monitors and sent to a central repository to be analyzed by developers to find and resolve 

significant problems. Common information in logs includes the reporting users, error messages 

and call traces.  Log analysis is meant to improve applications before its release.  Despite the 

usefulness of these logs, developers tend to rely on post deployment data to handle problems.  

They wait for bug reports to be reported by customers, which delays problem resolution and 

lowers the overall quality of the software.   

A common problem in analyzing logs in any stage of deployment is harnessing useful data 

from its bulk.  Information reported may not become apparently useful until it is considered with 

the broader scope of all the logs.  In some cases, developers focus on problems reported by 

specific users or ones that are more recently reported as in situations described by Musa et al. 

[39].  The narrowness of their scope makes it difficult to ascertain how the average user feels 

about the application since they cannot assess the impact different problems have for all the users.  

For example, there may be similarities in problem patterns across multiple logs which indicate 

serious bug that is overlooked because developers are too focused on analyzing isolated problem 

cases.  Also if using Musa’s approach, developers may be unaware whether certain problems are  
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Figure 1-1. Log generation example  

 

isolated to specific users or are reported by the majority of the population.  This leads to 

speculation as to which problems have the highest priority.  It also makes them unable to 

determine how easily it would be to replicate a problem among all the users who used the 

application.  This means the information gathered from logs is not used to its full potential.  In the 

following sub-sections we give an overview of the background. 

1.1.1 Log Generation Overview 

Logs files store user activity information that is generated by the applications.  Figure 1-1 

shows the process of capturing events from the application and creating a log. As shown in Figure 

1-1, an application reports specific events that are captured by monitoring software.    Monitors 

capture any event recorded such as keystrokes or functions accessed by the tester which is 

eventually combines into a log.  In the figure, the messages shown represent the generic structure  
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Figure 1-2. Field testing environment example 

 

of the log.  For example ELF_LOGFILE_HEADER denotes the starting point of the file, 

EVENTLOGRECORD is a specific event or problem report while ELF_EOF_RECORD 

represents the end of file.  Usually monitors create a log after a certain size of data has been  

accumulated or if a serious problem has been recorded.  Each log is a sequence of events that is 

written chronologically to when it happened. 

1.1.2 Field Testing in Pre-Deployment 

Field testing before the application is released into the market involves developers recruiting 

users to use the software application in as natural setting as possible.  These users experiment 

with the functionality of the application as they see fit, while all their actions are internally logged 

as logs.  Developers usually set a beta testing period where the testers can use their applications, 

whereupon at the end, all the log information is sent back to the developers in a central 
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repository.  Figure 1-2 shows how log data is sent by users and passed on to developers for 

analysis.  As depicted, each user has the same application where they experiment on.  The 

application generates event information on any actions taken by the user as well as any 

consequent problems.  This information is captured and stored by the monitor until sufficient 

information has been accumulated to create a log.  The most important information needed from 

field testing is the sequence of events leading to a reported problem.  This allows developers to 

trace its origin and get a better idea of how to resolve it. 

1.2 Problem Definition 

In the current field testing environment, there are several limitations to the analysis process 

that reduces the value of the log data.  We highlight the major issues found: 

 

1) Unable to accurately predict the user perceived quality in pre-deployment: 

 

Field testing of software application is an important and critical step before the wide release 

of a software application. Metrics such as the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) as described 

by Amari et al. [3] are commonly used to quantify the quality of a software application and to 

measure the progress of field testing. Decisions such as the duration of beta testing and product 

release dates are influenced on metrics like MTBF. 

However, we believe that a single MTBF metric fails to capture the user perceived quality in 

software applications before release.   Developers are unable to accurately predict the disposition 

of customers to their software would be once put into the mainstream.  A good understanding of 

occurrence of faults is needed before release in order to predict how well the software will do 

once it is available to the customers. For example, two users test two different applications.  User 

1 encounters a large number of failures at the beginning of his beta testing period while User 2 
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only encounters problems at the last stages.  Even if both users encountered the same number of 

problems, they did not experience it at the same time period and would have different opinions on 

the quality of software.  This distinction could not be found simply by using standard metrics like 

MTBF. 

 

2) Data from users is analyzed individually without assessing the potential problems that 

affect the entire user base: 

In the current state of practice such as works by Schwab et al. [50], developers may examine 

problems individually without a global view on the relation between the different problems and 

the relation between the users reporting these problems. For instance, it may be the case that a 

particular set of problems co-occur frequently together; therefore studying and resolving any one 

of these problems might lead to the resolution of all these problems.  Also several users can report 

the same set of problems (i.e., share the same problem profile); therefore recruiting a few of these 

users to verify any fixes would be a faster option instead of deploying the fix across the field 

blindly and awaiting problem reports.  It may also be the case that a large number of problems are 

reported, however very few of these problems have a wide impact on many users. Fixing 

problems with high impact is usually a high priority effort. 

 

3) The priority of problems and the suitability of users to replicate them cannot be 

predicted by developers: 

In the current state of testing, developers cannot accurately assess the priority of different 

problems reported by users since every developer has their own set of criteria such as complexity 

defined by Harrison et al. [27]. Consider a situation where an application used by users report 

Problem A and Problem B.  Problem A is reported with a high frequency but will have negligible 

effects on a user that uses the application on a day to day basis.  Problem B is reported only very 
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rarely but when it occurs, the application crashes for the users.  Developers can easily replicate 

the situation causing Problem A and fix the problem but Problem B cannot be replicated because 

it happened infrequently and the users recruited could not replicate it.  Since Problem B has more 

severe consequences and harder to capture, some developers may consider it higher priority but 

others may consider Problem A to be more important due to its frequency. Another serious issue 

associated with problem priority is the potential inability to recruit a proper user to replicate the 

problem.  Even after identifying the top priority problem signatures, developers would need to 

know the proper users that report it.  However all users report a different set of problem 

signatures developers cannot assume a user who reports problem A will report problem B.  

Therefore, developers must be able to recruit the proper user for each problem. 

1.3 Objectives 

The thesis aims to provide techniques to analyze log data in bulk in order to maximize 

information extracted from field testing.  The objectives of the thesis are described as follows: 

 

1) Attempt to establish user experience metrics to predict the perceived quality in 

software during pre-deployment. We attempt to design metrics in order to give a more 

accurate assessment of the software quality before its release.  This is done to determine 

whether the disposition of users would be positive or negative if the software was 

released in its current state.  Ultimately this should help developers assess whether the 

best release date for the product based on the user disposition.  The purpose for 

designing multiple metrics is to capture different types of user perspectives when they 

utilize the software.  To ensure they show unique information, the metric results should 

have low correlation.  We intend to show that the metrics can assess the user disposition 

accurately by showing a strong correlation between the metric results and post 
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deployment results such as 1. Metric scores to bug report data for the software and 2. 

Metric scores to usage periods for the software. 

 

2) Explore the use of graph visualization for easy identification of problem patterns. 

Visualization is a useful technique for abstracting vast quantities of low level 

information into identifiable patterns.  We aim to provide a visualization technique that 

will allow developers to view low level data like problems and users that report 

problems in a visual format.  Our main objective is to help developers identify patterns 

between problems and users that may not be apparent when analyzing problems at a 

lower level.  We also hope to potentially find patterns that have generic characteristics 

within the visualizations to help filter user log data.  By visualizing the field testing 

results across multiple product releases, developers can compare the progress of field 

testing efforts for different releases. 

 

3) Assess the validity in visualizing the file trace of problems to find files of interest. 

Many problems are considered different due to the varying call trace sizes and files 

accessed prior to the problem report.  It may also be the case however that the different 

call traces will have accessed the same files at a certain point of their execution.  We 

attempt to provide a visualization technique that will allow developers to see the call 

trace of all their users at once.  The main objective of creating this technique is to help 

developers identify files of interest among different call traces.  By identifying common 

files accessed between different call traces, developers may get a better idea on how to 

isolate problems.    
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4) Devise techniques to prioritize problems and identify users for replication.  Problems 

can be rated by priority according to its frequency of occurrence among all the user 

logs.     While this is a useful characteristic, it does not consider other important factors 

such as how distributed it is among user logs and the pervasiveness among users 

themselves.  We consider problems that are frequently reported by few people to be 

lower priority that problems reported by a large variety of people with comparable 

frequency. Using this argument, we attempt to develop a measurement technique that 

utilizes entropy of a problem to assess its priority.  The objective of this technique is to 

give the highest priority to problems which are reported by the most users and in a 

distributed fashion.  We also attempt to create a visualization scheme that will highlight 

the users that report these highest priority problems.    The objective of this visualization 

is to eliminate guesswork by developers as to which users they should recruit to 

replicate a specific problem. 

1.4 Organization of Paper 

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 

 

� Chapter 2: We review related work about log analysis, previous metrics used to assess 

software quality, bug isolation, pattern recognition, entropy and complexity in systems, and 

user behavior analysis. 

� Chapter 3: We describe in detail the metrics that were designed, including what component 

of user experience they were meant to measure.  We conduct a case study to assess the 

independence of the metrics to each other, their ability to predict the number of bug reports 

issued after post release, and evaluate the user perceived quality by correlating the software 

usage period to the metric scores.  In addition a discussion on the threats and limitations 
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regarding its usage is included. 

� Chapter 4: We discuss the process of how to create the visualizations using log data and then 

describe in detail the components of each graph type.  In addition we also discuss the criteria 

for weighing and filtering in the graphs.  We also conduct a case study to identify useful 

patterns extracted from each graph type and their significance to developers. 

� Chapter 5: We describe how to recombine the structure of problems in logs to identify 

common files to find the origin of a problem.  We also identify patterns in the entire call tree 

to describe characteristics of problem structures.  A case study is conducted to show the 

patterns identified in the file structure visualization and how they characterize different 

problems. 

� Chapter 6: We define the definition of entropy as well as what constitutes a problem by 

developer standards.  We also discuss the definition of cluster entropy and individual entropy 

and the process of generating the results.  We conduct a case study to show statistical and 

visual evidence of the effectiveness of our analysis technique in identifying the top priority 

problems. 

� Chapter 7: We draw conclusions from our work and discuss future work to be conducted.  
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

2.1 Field Data Collection 

Evaluation of User Perceived Quality 

User perceived quality of software pertains to the disposition of the user and how favorably 

they regard the software after using it for a given amount of time.  The usability of an application 

is evaluated using five attributes[48][57]: (1) learnability, which measures the ease of learning the 

functionality of an application; (2) low error rate, which measures the number of mistakes that 

users make while using the application; (3) memorability, which measures the ease of 

remembering the functionality of the application; (4) efficiency, which measures the ease of use 

and the level of productivity that the users of the application can attain; and (5) user satisfaction, 

which measures the enjoyment of the users who are using the application. Our work is concerned 

with the perceived quality of an application. It relates most closely to the 5
th
  attribute, i.e. user 

satisfaction. Users are very satisfied with applications which rarely fails, have limited footprint, 

and do not consume too much battery. 

Similar to our work, Gonzalez et al. [22] condenses the vast amounts of field information 

into metric scores to evaluate usability of mobile users using data mining techniques. Reliability 

concerns the maximum failure rate of an application. It is an important factor to determine user 

satisfaction. Studies, such as Cheung [13], argue that reliability of a system is in effect a 

reliability analysis of different modules or (nodes) and detailing their individual success rates.  A 

sensitivity analysis technique is developed to assess this effect. Everett [20] takes a similar 

approach to Cheung, stating the modularity of programs during testing should be maintained.  

Each component should be stressed individually to assess their reliability before superimposing 
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the components for final assessment.  Our approach in contrast relies on observing all the 

components being executed together to help optimize the software.   Mockus [40] applies a 

similar approach to our study by using logging information from the system. Mockus defines 

reliability as the amalgamation of three aspects:  total runtime, number of outages and the 

duration of outages. A framework is proposed to assess system reliability using information 

readily available in most systems such as bug fixes issued and alarm information.  We use similar 

concepts such as number of outages and duration but rely more on observing the failures to assess 

reliability.  Buckley et al. [9] argues that user satisfaction and service delivery directly affect each 

other.    They measure service variables and customer attributes to show that the return user 

satisfaction (and thereby investment) is exponential to the amount of effort applied by developer 

fixes.  We try to reduce the overhead (i.e. developer fixes) by resolving as many problems as 

possible during pre-deployment.  Current approaches to collect the data for evaluating user 

perceived quality can be categorized into four classes [21]: 1) direct observation, 2) laboratory 

methods, 3) self-report, and 4) automatic logging.  Our technique is most connected to automatic 

logging.  Each class offers different types of data for evaluating the usability. In contrast to our 

technique, direct observation as mentioned by Schwab et al. [50] provides rich qualitative 

information for the usage and user reaction. However, it can only be applied to a small number of 

participants at a time. The results are also subject to the interpretation of the observer. Laboratory 

methods offer an environment that rigidly controls settings and configurations for 

experimentation such as works proposed by Schmidt [49]. The artificial setting and usage are not 

representative of the natural context and are hard to generalize. Self-reporting survey mechanisms 

such as those described by Hochstein et al. [29] rely on users to manually submit on-line reports 

to gather user’s feedback on the software.  This is not dissimilar to our automatic logging 

technique described in chapter 1.  However unlike our technique, many users often do not submit 
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the survey.  While our logging does not always successfully report the data back, it would have a 

higher success than online report. To gain a realistic understanding of the usability of mobile 

software, data must be collected from users in their actual setting. Automatic logging also as 

described by Hochstein et al. [29] (i.e., tracing, profiling and instrumentation) mechanisms are 

used to record usage information. These mechanisms scale well across users and collect large 

amounts of data without requiring the intervention of users. For example, INGIMP, a standalone 

application, instruments the graphic user interfaces of open source applications, collects real-time 

usability data from open source applications and submits all the data to a website for analysis 

[52]. HUIA developed by Au et al. [6] evaluates the static and dynamic properties of the user 

interface, and recommends methods of improvement. Another automatic logging technique is 

proposed by Musa [39]. Similar to our approach, different users exercise different subsets of the 

features provided by an application. User profiles can be built by instrumenting the infield use of 

an application. These profiles can be used to compare different users using various similarity and 

dissimilarity metrics (e.g. [36] and [18]). Using this knowledge one can reduce the number of 

needed test cases and determine similar user groups. When studying large distributed software 

applications, detailed instrumentation is not possible due to its high overhead. Such detailed 

instrumentation consumes too many resources and produces a large amount of data which is 

challenging to transmit back to central repositories for further analysis. In our work we make use 

of already-collected data, the in-field problem reports, to derive an approximation of the 

operational distribution of an application – its problem profile. In contrast to an operational 

profile, users with different usage patterns might not have the same problems. 

Christmansson et al. inject software errors directly into an application and observe the 

outcome [14]. Such fault injections approaches could be used to verify the soundness of the 
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clusters in our visualization by checking if a representative user of a cluster would exhibit similar 

problems to other users in the clusters.  

2.2 Pattern Recognition and Identification of Bugs through Visualization 

Visualization is a tool to abstract large amounts of data and condense it into a useful 

representation to find information that could not be seen at low levels.  Visualization has two 

primary categories of use in software systems:  pattern recognition and bug isolation.  Pattern 

recognition involves finding relationships between components that may provide insight into 

internal workings or better understanding a problem.  We use this approach primarily to identify 

patterns between problems and users.  The majority of bug isolation visualization involves 

looking at lines of code from a high level view and highlighting potential sections that caused the 

error based on the description of the problem.  Our bug isolation technique is similar but rather 

than isolating sections one at a time, it involves linking the sequences of code that would 

eventually cause the problem itself.   

 

Pattern Recognition Visualization Techniques 

Visualizing relationships between components is often employed through the use of edges. 

Prior work which visualizes relations between software artifacts (e.g., Harald et al. [26]) employs 

basic threshold filtering techniques. For example, only edges above a specific threshold are 

shown to reduce clutter and avoid over-plotting, in contrast our approach uses a statistical 

filtering algorithm.  We apply a similar technique to filter edges so that only statistically 

significant edges remain within the visualization graphs. The statistical filtering is possible due to 

the large size of the data used in our case study. 
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Rozinat et al. [46] use a visualization scheme to map relationships between components in a 

simulation model, called Colored Petri Net (CPN).  Similar to our tree node approach, their 

models can map a sequence of events (i.e. call trace data) into visual format. However, additional 

data, such as time and resources can be annotated to the model. The results of our technique could 

potentially be enhanced using CPN to visualize the call traces.  

Various approaches are used to study and compare different profiles. Dickinson et al. use 

cluster analysis techniques [19], while others like Orso et al. [43] and Jones et al. [32] use 

visualization techniques. Approaches similar to Dickinson et al. study the relation between 

different operational profile (e.g., users) using mathematical techniques. While approaches such 

as Orso et al. and Jones et al. study the similarity of profiles by mapping them to the Lines of 

Code and visualizing the relation between the different lines to identify the location of faults. In 

contrast, our approach visualizes relations at a higher level of abstraction, at the level of field 

problems and users instead of lines of code. Our analysis could be done at the level of lines of 

code; however this would require a more detailed instrumentation of the application which is not 

feasible for application during field-testing. 

In our work, we make use of spring-based layout algorithms to produce clusterings of field 

reports and users. There is a large and active area of research in the use of clustering techniques 

to understand software artifacts [31, 41, 53, 56, 55, 44]. In contrast, our work is primarily visual 

whereas the aforementioned techniques produce textual output representing the different clusters. 

To produce such clusters users must specify cut-off values for the clustering algorithm. Our work 

makes use of a spring-based layout algorithm to perform visual clustering. The visualization 

aspect of our work helps users in exploring various cut-off values interactively. Using the cut-off 

values, textual representation of the clusters could be produced from the graphs using commands 

similar to our pattern identification scripts.  
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Bug Isolation Visualization Techniques 

There have been various attempts to visualize and study large scale systems to identify bugs.  

While our technique observes tries to observe bugs at a higher abstracted level, previous studies 

tend to focus at low level components.  For example, Liblit et al. [37] uses instrumented 

predictors to observe code segments and report failures if the program fails.  They also introduce 

an assertion statement framework [38] the code to track down faulty software.   Hovemeyer et al. 

[30] isolate bugs by creating a bug pattern detector.  The detector analyzes the code structure and 

determines which sections match known faulty patterns.  These techniques could help us pinpoint 

the source of a bug based on files that are flagged by our visualization.  In terms of real time 

visualization of bugs, Orso et al. [42] have developed a tool called GAMATELLA which allows 

users to manipulate execution data in an interactive fashion by providing functions such as 

instrumentation and treemap nodes.  This tool could potentially help our study fix errors in real 

time by injecting sample code into a call path with a problem façade and visualize the results. 

2.3 Entropy and Complexity of Systems 

Entropy has seen a wide variety of usages in relation to software.  Shannon entropy is 

defined in this paper for software, but is more commonly associated with signal processing [51].  

Current approaches to using entropy in software systems are divided into two major categories: 

analyzing software complexity and testing software system security.  In contrast, we employ 

entropy to assess the priority of different problems discovered in software.  Software complexity 

as described by Hassan et al. [28] relates to the cost of maintaining a piece of currently 

implemented software.  This involves the effort and time required to perform maintenance or 

changes in the code itself while measuring the impact to the whole system.  This concept is 
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similar to our use of entropy, as higher complexity will affect more components while high 

priority problems will affect a greater number of users.  Hassan et al. [28] attempted to show that 

a development process that has a higher rate of entropy negatively impacts the quality of the 

software produced.  They take a set of files modified within a project and determine the 

probability of each file being modified.   File modifications that are done at a time of high 

complexity results in a greater number of faults introduced in the system.  Their study could be 

potentially useful in determining whether there is a correlation to the priority of problems we 

discover and the number of modifications done to the files that produce the problems. Bianchi et 

al. [7] defines the entropy as the number of links between components.  A software system is 

composed of separate components which are connected through relationships or links.  Their 

study attempts to show a direct correlation between the number of links among components to the 

number of defects and maintenance effort within the system.   

Hafiz et al. [25] treats a system as an information source and uses entropy to extract 

different types of information.  Specifically the study promotes the theory that files which are 

more functional and descriptive provide a larger amount of entropy.    They apply Shannon, 

Hartley and Renyi entropy measures [51] as part of their case study.  However since they measure 

average information content, the module size do not affect their measures. Kim et al. [33] 

attempts to define new software complexity metrics (class complexity and inter-object 

complexity) based on the traditional Shannon entropy.  Their research specifically targets object 

oriented systems.  Harrison et al. [27] believes that the complexity of a program is inversely 

proportional to the information content of its operators.  They believe a program is a set of 

symbols and if a larger set of symbols is present, then on average the chance of them appearing 

decreases.  The greater variety of symbols creates greater entropy, hence greater complexity.  

This is similar to our concept in assessing priority of problems in the sense that a problem with a 
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higher number of users reporting it invariably creates a higher entropy and hence higher priority.  

Chapin et al. [11] contends that entropy metrics are readily available for any system and by 

observing any abrupt chances in the entropy of a system, insight can be gathered as how 

maintenance of the software should be performed.  [12] also by Chapin brings an interesting 

perspective on integrated systems.  He believes many of the Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) 

are integrated with a variety of reusable software and miscellaneous components to form new 

software systems.  To this effect he proposes an entropy based metric to show how hard it would 

be to maintain such as system.  It would be interesting to see if the highest priority problems 

identified in our studies are influenced by COTS software and whether in-house source code is 

inherently better quality.   

2.4 Chapter 2 Summary 

In this chapter we discussed work on techniques that are related to the fields we implement 

in subsequent chapters including metrics, visualization and entropy.  In the next chapter, we 

introduce the metrics that quantitatively measure the user perceived quality of applications using 

user log data.  Subsequent chapters discuss the techniques to find visualize patterns in user logs 

and how to find the priority of problems from user logs respectively. 
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Chapter 3 

Using Metrics to Predict User Perceived Quality in Software after 

Release  

Metrics such as the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) can be useful in quantifying the 

quality of a software application and to measure the progress of field testing. They measure 

characteristics such as the distribution of failures in a time period and their frequency.  Metrics 

give an indication between the state of the software and the user perceived quality.  For example, 

decisions such as when to stop the field testing and when to release a product may be influenced 

by metrics like MTBF.   Current metrics do not cover all the characteristics of failures within a 

time period and therefore are less accurate in indicating user perceived quality.  We propose four 

new metrics that compensates for the lack of information in certain areas of failure analysis.  

Using these metrics, developers can realize the state of failures if the software was released in its 

current form.  While they cannot predict the exact user perceived quality they can get an 

indication of whether the feedback would be positive or negative. 

3.1 User Quality Experience Metric Definitions 

For all metrics, a high score is desirable over a lower score. We summarize the proposed 

metrics in Table 3-1, as well as the traditional MTBF metric which tracks the average time 

between the occurrences of a failure across all users of an application. 
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Table 3-1. Summary of the Proposed Metrics 

Metric Name Description Interpretation of 

Score 

Mean Time 

Between 

Failures 

(MTBF) 

The average failure free 

period of a user in 

between failure events. 

High scores indicate that the 

average user has a long failure 

free period in between failures 

Initial Failure 

Free Period 

(IFFP) 

The average number of 

days before a user 

encounters the first 

failure. 

High scores indicate that there is 

a long period before the average 

user encounters the first failure 

thereby improving their 

impression of the application 

Failure 

Accumulation 

Rating (FAR) 

The number of failures 

that the majority of user 

for an application 

encounter 

High scores indicate the majority 

of users report a small number of 

failures 

Overall 

Failure Rating 

(OFR) 

The percentage of users 

that report a failure on 

any given day 

High scores indicate a low 

percentage of users report failures 

on a given day.  Scores are lower 

if the average percentage is higher 

Failure 

Memory 

Rating (FMP) 

The amount of 

undesirable events that is 

remembered by the user. 

High scores indicate the average 

user hardly remembers any 

undesirable events (i.e., failures).  

Low scores mean they remember 

many undesirable events 
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3.1.1 Initial Failure Free Period (IFFP) 

 

Figure 3-1. Sample data input for Initial Failure Free Period metric 

The Initial Failure Free Period (IFFP) metric measures the average amount of time before 

the user faces the first failure. It is desirable that users use an application for a longer period of 

time before they exhibit their first failure.  The overall perceived quality of an application is 

lower if the majority of users of a software application encounter failures earlier during their 

period of usage rather than later. In any case, a large number of failures encountered early on can 

be detected by users during the field testing period. If the number of bug encountered initially is 

significantly larger than anticipated, developers can push back the release date accordingly.  We 

define the IFFP metric as follows (1).  

 

∑
=

=

×=

Ti

i

i iPIFFP
1

    Eq. (3-1) 

 T represents the length of the testing period. i represents the i-th day in a testing period. The values of i ranges from 1 

to T. Pi refers to the percentage of users that reported a failure on the i-th day.   
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The IFFP metric calculation accounts for the first failure for each user across all field testing 

users. Subsequent failures for the same user are not considered.  It is designed for the relative 

simplicity in calculating a score based on a line trend.  By knowing if the y value is high earlier in 

the usage period or later, the equation can determine a score with little information.  Figure 3-1 

shows the sample data used as input for calculating the IFFP metric. The x-axis represents the 

days over the field testing period. The y-axis is the percentage of the users reporting the first 

failure on a specific day. Pi refers to the percentage of the users who report their first failure on 

the i-th day. A higher percentage of users reporting the first failure late in the testing period 

produce a higher score of the FI metrics. Low scores indicate that users of this application after 

release are likely to encounter problems early. Therefore, an application that commonly reports 

its first failures in the early days of the testing period will exhibit low scores. For example as 

depicted in Figure 3-1, the version B trend illustrates high values of Pi during the early days in the 

testing period.  This creates a low Initial Failure Free Period score since the number of day, i, in 

Eq. (3-1) has a low value initially. However version A has a better distributed trend. The Pi of the 

version A series is lower than the version B series at the beginning but is consistently higher in 

the later stages of the testing period when the number of day progressively increases.   

 

3.1.2 Failure Accumulation Ratings (FAR) 

The Failure Accumulation Rating (FAR) metric analyzes the distribution of failure 

frequency to identify where the majority of users fall into in terms of total failures. Figure 3-2 

depicts an example graph to show the distribution of the majority of the users. The x-axis 

represents  
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Error Accumulating Rating Graph

 

Figure 3-2. Sample data input for Failure Accumulation Rating metric 

 

the number of failures. The y-axis shows the cumulative percentage of users that report a certain 

number of failures for the entire testing period. i refers to a certain number of failures. pi 

corresponds to the accumulative percentage of users for i failures. For example, the version B 

trend shows approximately 20% of users report 1 failure during the entire testing duration (i.e., 

p1=20%). Roughly 20% of users report 2 failures which might be the repetition of the same 

failure.  Since the graph is cumulative, the percentage of users that report 2 failures or less is 40% 

(i.e., p2 = 40%). We define a failure range as the number of failures reported by the majority of 

users. We consider 90% or more of users as the majority of users. For the example shown in 

Figure 3-2, 82.6% of users reports 1 failure (i.e., P1= 82.6%). 89.3% of users report 1 or 2 failures 
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(i.e., P2=89.3%). 91.7% of the users report 1, 2 or 3 failures (i.e. P3 = 91.7%). Therefore, more 

than 91% of users (i.e., the majority of users) report no more than 3 failures. The failure range is 

3 in this example. We use Eq. (3-2) to calculate the average percentage of users who report the 

number of failures within a failure range. For the example shown in Figure 3-2, the average 

percentage of users reporting no more than failures is 87.8% (i.e., )
3

%7.91%3.89%6.82 ++  in 

version A. 

It is desirable that the majority of users report a small number of failures. It means that the 

bulk of the distribution is concentrated to the left of the distribution graph (e.g., Figure 3-2). The 

FAR metric measures the failures occurring to the majority of users over the failure range. The 

definition is specified in Eq. (3-3). FAR computes the inversion of the failure range value 

multiplied by the average percentage. FAR metric produces high scores to an application where 

the majority of users report a very low failure range. For the example shown in Figure 3-2, 

version A shows a desirable FAR trend because most of the users report failures in the left side of 

the graph. Conversely, if a large proportion of users report a high number of failures, the failure 

range will subsequently increase, resulting in a low FAR metric score.  For the example shown in 

Figure 3-2, version B has more users tending to report a large number of failures. The trend of 

version B indicates a poor failure behavior among users, and therefore produces lower score of 

FAR metric score.  The metric was designed in a way that would be easy to calculate if the failure 

distribution for a set of people was easily obtainable.  The Average_Percentage variable was 

formulated because it was desirable for a majority of users to be reached as soon as possible (i.e. 

with a failure range as small as possible).  Also having a metric that rates user perception 

inversely proportional to the number of failures is intuitive as well. 
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∑
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_
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_        Eq. (3-2) 

i represents the number of failures. pi is the cumulative percentage for the failure number i. Failure_Range refers to the 

number of faiures reported by a majority of users. Average_Percentage is the average cumulative percentage over the 

Failure_Range. 

 

 

PercentageAverage

RangeFailure
FAR

_

100
_

1








×= Eq. (3-3) 

 

Failure_Range refers to the number of failures reported by a majority of users. Average_Percentage is the average 

percentage of users who reports the failures no more than the value of Failure_Range. 

 

3.1.3 Overall Failure Rating (OFR) 

The percentage of users that report failures each day can portray the Overall Failure Rating 

from users of an application. A lower percentage of users reporting unique failures daily would 

indicate a generally positive perceived quality when released to market. Figure 3-3 depicts 

example results of analyzing the percentage of users reporting unique failures over the testing 

period. The x-axis tracks the days over a testing period. The y-axis represents the percentage of 

users that report unique failures in a given day. The y-axis can be equally divided into different 

ranges by incrementing a certain percentile (e.g., 10%). We use a percentile index (i.e., i) to 

annotate each percentile starting from the index 1. For example, i=1 represents the failure 

percentage in the range of 0-10%. Similarly, i=2 represents the failure percentage in the range of 

11-20%. i has a maximum value of 10 in this example.  This maximum value could change if the 

failure ranges are altered. 

inwi −=    Eq. (3-4) 

n is the total number of percentiles plus 1. i ∈[1, n] is the percentile index. 
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Figure 3-3. Sample data input for Overall Failure Rating metric 

∑
−=

=

⋅⋅
=

1

1 _

.ni

i

iii

daystotal

drw
OFR  Eq. (3-5) 

i represents percentile index. n is the maximum value of percentile index. total_days is the total number of days in the 

testing period. wi is the weight of a percentile, di is the count of days falling in a percentile range. ri is the ranking of di 

in D={d1, d2, …, di, …, dn}. 

 

It is desirable to have a low percentage of failures each day. In other words, it is desirable to 

have the percentage located in the lower percentiles. To indicate a better user experience, we 

assign a weight (i.e., wi) to each percentile as defined in Eq. (3-4). The highest weight is given to 

the percentile, p1. The weight of a percentile decreases by one as it is further away from the 

percentile p1. For example shown in Figure 3-3, the p1 has a weight of 10, and p2 has a weight of 

9.  The lowest weight is assigned to the percentile, p10.  

It is favorable to have more days with the low failure percentage. We count the number of 

days when a failure percentage falls into a percentile, pi. We denote the corresponding count of 

days using di. For example as shown in Figure 3-3, there are two days that the failure percentages 

fall into the range of percentile, p2, therefore, d2 is equal to 2.  Similarly, d3 is equal to 4. 
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Given a set of counts of days, D={d1, d2, …, di, …, dn},  we rank di in D in an ascending 

order, and record the ranking of di in D, using the ranking set, R={r1, r2, …, ri,…, rmax}. ri 

represents the position of di in the ordered sequence. A higher value of the day, di indicates a 

larger the rank value of ri. Percentiles without days reporting failures (i.e., di =0) are not ranked. 

For example as shown in Figure 3-3, the ranking of d2 (i.e., r2) is 1 and the ranking of d3 (i.e., r3) 

is 2.  

An ideal case is when the majority of the daily failure percentages are distributed within the 

range of the lowest percentile. It represents fewer users reporting failures overall, and therefore, 

the application gains a better Overall Failure Rating. The corresponding count of days, di, the 

ranking, ri, and weight, wi, have high values. A worst case is when the majority of the daily 

failure percentages are distributed within the highest percentile. It indicates a poor Overall Failure 

Rating of the application. Although ri and di may have the same values in the worse case as the 

corresponding variables in an ideal case, the weight, wi turn out to be low in the worst case. For 

example as illustrated in Figure 3-3, the Overall Failure Rating for version B is poor because the 

weight, wi, for each daily failure percentage would be small. The opposite is version A which 

shows a consistently low failure percentage, therefore a good Overall Failure Rating. As a result, 

the Overall Failure Rating is associated with three major factors: the weight of a percentile (i.e., 

wi), the count of days with the failure percentages falling into each percentile (i.e., di), and the 

rank of the count of days (i.e., ri).  As defined in Eq. (3-5), we compute the average Overall 

Failure Rating each day by taking into account of all users.   The Overall Failure Rating metric 

makes full use of all the information provided by a beta testing period and is therefore more 

complicated than other metrics.  The most intuitive variable is wi since days with lower failure 

rates are always desirable.  The variables ri and di are necessary because in the event failure rates 

fall into very distinct percentiles, it should be clear which percentile carries the most influence.  
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Normally this could be achieved with the ranking variable ri, however if the beta testing period 

became very large (i.e. quarter of a year), ri may not be able to convey that meaning with so many 

days.  The variable di is therefore used to make the score more precise.  The combination of these 

variables allows the metric score to evaluate user perception more accurately for a given beta 

testing period.  

3.1.4 Failure Memory Rating (FMR) 

A user’s memory with an undesirable event (e.g., failure) will dissipate over time. However, 

the frequent reoccurrence of the event would constantly remind the user of the bad experience. 

Therefore, the user’s memory of undesirable events would remain high. The Failure Memory 

Rating (FMR) metric measures the impact of undesirable events that an average user can 

remember. A user’s Failure Memory Rating is computed based on three concepts: Failure 

memory value (EMV), Failure increase constant (FIC), and cooldown constant (CC).  The failure 

memory value is initialized to 0, when a user starts using an application. When a user encounters 

a failure, the failure memory value increases a constant value (i.e., FIC). If the user go through a 

period without another failure incident, the failure memory value decreases by a constant (i.e., 

CC) per day until the failure memory value reaches 0.  However if the failures frequently occur 

near the end of the testing period, the failure memory value may become a large positive value. 

The constant values for failure memory increase and cool down can be manually specified based 

on user studies. Such user studies would need to explore the different types of failures and their 

impact on the memory of failure for users. For example, a simple failure that would not lead to a 

data loss might lead to small increase in failure memory value over a failure that would cause the 

user to redo their work. Nevertheless, using such constant values could be used to compare new 

versions of an application against each other.  
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Error Memory Value Distribution

Error Memory ValueLow Recollection of Errors High Recollection of Errors

 

Figure 3-4. Sample data input for the Failure Memory Rating metric 

FICCC ×= α         Eq. (3-6) 

CC is the cooldown constant, FIC is the failure memory increase constant and is always greater than 0. α  is the 

percentage constant and is specified as 0<α <1. 

  

CC is always specified as a percentage of FIC because it takes more time to forget an failure 

occurred than it does to encounter one. For example a user is more likely to remember a failure 

experience for a few days before the cooldown causes them to forget the event.  Figure 3-4 

depicts an example of failure memory values. The x-axis depicts the failure memory values. 

Smaller failure memory values (i.e., close to 0) indicates that a user hardly recalls any problems 

with an application. Users with a large failure memory value indicate they remember many 

problems.   

To handle a large number of users who are associated with a failure memory value, we 

divide the failure memory values into a sequence of buckets (i.e., B1, B2, B3, …, Bn) ordered from 

the left to right in the x-axis. The example buckets is shown in Figure 3-4. The y-axis shows the 
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percentage of users that fall into a specific bucket. It is worth to note that the failure memory 

value range in each bucket can be justified depending on the amount of users and ranges of 

failure memory values for a particular application. When most of the users report similar failure 

memory values, the failure memory value range for each bucket can be 1 in order to precisely 

capture the percentage of users falling into each buckets.  

Buckets on the most left side of the x-axis (e.g., 0-100) show the most positive effect. The 

buckets on the most right side of x-axis show the most negative effect.  To make our assessment 

of a user’s failure memory value independent from the selected constants (i.e., failure increase 

constant and cool down), we distribute a weight wi to bucket, Bi as shown in Eq. (3-7).  We 

divide the buckets in the x-axis from the middle, and assign no weight to the bucket resident in 

the middle (e.g., w5=0 shown in Figure 3-4). The weight of the buckets to the left is incrementally 

increased by one as the bucket is further away from the middle bucket. For example as shown in 

Figure 3-4, the weight for bucket B1 is 4, and the weight for bucket B4 is 1. The weight of the 

buckets to the right of the middle bucket is decreased by one as the bucket is further away from 

the middle. For example shown in Figure 3-4, the weight for bucket B6 (i.e. w6) is -1. Eq. (3-7) 

shows the definition of wi. 

 

i
n

wi −





=

2
        Eq. (3-7) 

n is the total number of buckets. i is an index for a bucket, ranging from 1 to n. wi represents the weight of bucket i. 

 

Given a sequence of buckets, i.e., B1, B2, …, Bi, …, Bn, we rank them in an ascending order 

based on the percentage of users following in each bucket. We record the ranking of each bucket 

using a ranking sequence, R={r1, r2, …, ri,…, rn}, n is the number of buckets. The variable ri 

represents the ranking of the bucket, Bj among all the buckets. For example as shown in  
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           Eq. (3-8) 

n is the number of buckets; wi is the weight for bucket; Bi, and ri is the ranking for the bucket, Bi. 

 

Figure 3-4, version B has users distributed in every bucket. r1, the ranking of the bucket B1, is 9. 

Similarly, r2, the ranking of the bucket B2, is 8.   

It is desirable that most of the user percentages are distributed in the buckets with a low 

failure memory value. A higher percentage of users of the bucket create a strong ranking (for 

example in Figure 3-4, r1=9). The bucket with a low failure memory value gives a high weight 

(i.e., w1=4). On the contrary, the majority of users that are distributed in the buckets with negative 

weight would give strong rankings. However, high negative weight and strong ranking would 

reflect the dissatisfaction of the users. As a consequence, the weight (i.e, wi) and the ranking (i.e., 

ri) determines the user’s satisfaction for the user.  We compute the overall Failure Memory Rating 

for an application by considering the distribution of the users in all buckets. The Failure Memory 

Rating is defined in Eq. (3-8).  The high value of the result is desirable indicating that the FMR is 

highly positive and the Failure Memory Rating is low.  The Failure Memory Rating metric is 

designed with scalability in mind.  A user’s preference and inherent memory is largely dependent 

on the subject.  That is why CC and FIC are largely dependent on the user’s attitude, whether they 

are quick to anger or forget.  Because the range of failure memory can be very flexible, the 

definition of the number of buckets, the CC, FIC and FMR are meant to reflect this.  For example 

if the user review simply wanted a positive, neutral or negative report, the metric could simply set 

three buckets and calculate a very clear cut score.   However if the users of the application are 

more nuanced and want a more accurate assessment of failure memory, the number of buckets 

could be increased.   
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3.2 Case Study for Evaluating Metrics 

 

Figure 3-5. Growth Rate of Failures overtime for Each Version 

Our case study sought to answer the following two questions:   Whether the metrics were 

independent and whether the metrics were successful at predicting the user perceived quality for 

software.  For our case study we used data derived from the field testing of over 21 versions of a 

mobile software application.  2,767 users participated in the field testing of these versions. As 

shown in Figure 3-5, we use data for the first 30 days of the field testing phase since our analysis 

of the growth rate of unique failures plateaus at around 30 days for most software versions.  In the 

following subsections, we describe the challenges associated with the data collection, we detail 

the findings of our case study, and we discuss the threats to validity for our findings. 

3.2.1 Challenges in analyzing field data 

Due to the bulk of users actively sending application information, we face the challenges on 

processing the vast quantity of field data from various versions of the application.  We discuss the 

challenges and our solutions as follows: 
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Crash duplication:  Identical crashes can be submitted multiple times from an application within 

a short period of time. When an failure occurs, a crash report is sent. However, the user of an 

application may not be unaware of the causes of the crashes, and tends to try the same sequence 

of actions that trigger the previously reported crashes. Therefore, identical crash reports 

commonly exist in the repository. To filter the identical crash reports, we check the timestamp 

between each of the crashes to ensure that two crashes reporting the same failure are at least one 

hour apart and that the failures are distinct if two crashes are reported within one hour.   

 

Hard to determine if a application is used every day: As aforementioned, we track the days of 

use for each application during the testing period. However, it is challenging to determine when 

the application is in use. The check-in reports submitted by an application indicate if the 

application is in use in the field. However, not every application submits daily check-in reports 

starting from the first day of their use of the application. There are many reasons to explain the 

absence of activity in using a particular model: 1) a user may block the functionality of 

submitting daily check-in reports. A crash could be reported suddenly without check-in reports 

for a few days; 2) a typical user may carry multiple instances of applications during their testing 

period. Only one application instance is used at a point of time. To determine if an application is 

used, we can simply apply a window rule whereby an application is assumed to be in use for a 

few days after a reported check-in or a crash report, even though no reports are generated. 

However, this assumption reduces the accuracy in the analysis. Instead we explore more 

extensive field data that could indicate when the application is active.  We analyze other field 

data unrelated to crash reports, such as exception reports, battery logs and miscellaneous reports 

that would suggest the application was on even if a check-in report is not generated.   
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Application switching:  To handle the presence of multiple application instances from a 

particular user, we track all field data from one application pertaining to a user. This technique 

provides a better indication if an application is removed from the testing period after a long 

period of absence or if a user simply switches among applications. This technique can also detect 

when a new application is placed in use by a user. 

 

Date alignment: Each log is stamped with a calendar date when an event happens. When a new 

application is released for testing, not all the users start to use the new model in the same date. 

Aligning the crash dates to the corresponding day of use is of primary importance in order to capture 

the trend of usages. In particular, each user may have the tendency to generate similar log events 

during a certain period of use as they get more familiar with features in an application. Instead of 

using the absolute date when an application is released, we capture the testing period of all the field 

data for each user, and align the date of each crash into the actual day of use within the testing period.  

The time is considered relative to the starting point where the application is used by the user. More 

specifically, we put the starting dates of all users to a universally Day 1 and incrementing the Day 

with every new date when an application reports log events. Day 1 is started from the first time when 

an application submits any type of reports. The next unique date that the same application logs for a 

notable event will become their Day 2. For example, say that an application is on Day 4 of its testing 

period and the real date is 2008-09-08.  Assuming no notable events happened until a battery log was 

reported on 2008-09-11, we must log this event on Day 5. We repeat this procedure for all users of a 

application model.  As a result, all users effectively start on Day 1 and end on Day 30.  

3.2.3 Evaluating the Independence of Metrics 

To evaluate that proposed metrics are essentially different, we measure the correlations 

among the results of metrics. The strength of the correlation shows the similarity among the 
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metric results. A weak or no correlation among the results of metrics is desirable. It indicates less 

dependence among the results of the metrics, and in turn shows that the metrics convey different 

aspects of quality.  

We use Spearman, a non-parametric correlation approach [17] and Pearson, a parametric 

correlation analysis [45] to evaluate the correlation.  Both correlation analyses produce the similar 

results. In the rest of our discussion, we only report the results from Spearman analysis.  We use 

the data from each version to compute the result for each metric. As a result, 21 results of each 

metrics are produced from all the versions. We analyze the independencies among the metrics.  

Table 3-2. Spearman Correlation Results between Metrics 

 MTBF IFFP FAR OFR FMR 

MTBF 1 0.41 0.28 0.55 0.58 

IFFP 0.41 1 0.02 -0.17 0.39 

FAR 0.28 0.02 1 0.14 0.37 

OFR 0.55 -0.17 0.14 1 0.29 

FMR 0.58 0.39 0.37 0.29 1 

MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures; FAR: Failure 

Accumulation Rating 

IFFP: Initial Failure Free Period; OFR: Overall Failure 

Rating;  

FMR: Failure Memory Rating 

 

Table 3-2 shows the results of parametric correlation between the metrics. All metrics show 

a correlation less than 0.6. A weak correlation between the two metric values is determined if the 

correlation score is less than 0.6 [16]. We use MTBF, widely used to measure software reliability, 

as a baseline to evaluate if the proposed four metrics can asses different aspect of software quality 

other than the MTBF. As shown in Table 3-2, Failure Memory Rating and Overall Failure Rating 

metrics have a weak correlation with MTBF. However one metric with a weak correlation with 
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another metric is not indicative of the same pattern with other metrics. For example as shown in 

Table 3-2, the Failure Memory Rating has no correlation with other metrics except MTBF. All 

four metrics (Failure Memory Rating, Failure Accumulation Rating, first time impression and 

Overall Failure Rating) show no correlations. Overall, the correlation between metrics is 

considered to be low. As a conclusion, the metrics convey unique aspects of user perceived 

quality in addition to MTBF. 

3.2.4 Evaluating the Predictive Powers of Metrics 

It is infeasible to recruit the original users and ask them to report whether their perceived 

quality during beta testing accurately reflect the state of the current software. Instead, we examine 

two statistical correlations to determine if the metrics can predict the user perceived quality:  1) 

the correlation strength between the values of metrics and the number of the severe post-release 

bug reports and 2) The correlation strength between the average usage period of each software 

versions and their metric scores. The field data were collected over several years in the past for 

beta testing.   

We start by showing the correlation strength between metrics and post-release bugs.  

Essentially, less bug reports inherently have more positive scores within the metrics. It is 

desirable to have a strong negative correlation between the results of a proposed metric and the 

number of severe bugs.   For example a small number of severe bug reports after release would 

require high positive metric scores indicate could predictive ability whereas low correlation 

would mean the metrics could not predict the perceived quality software. To examine the 

predictive power of the metrics, we calculate metric results using the data collected from the first 

30 days in the testing period. Furthermore, we correlate the results for each metric with the 
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number of severe bug reports after each version is released for the six months, one year and two 

years respectively.  

Similar to the prior analysis for examining the independence of the metrics, we use 

Spearman, a non-parametric correlation approach and Pearson, a parametric correlation analysis 

to evaluate the correlation. Both correlation analyses produce the similar results. In the rest of our 

discussion, we only report the results from Spearman analysis. 

 

Table 3-3. Spearman Correlation between Metric Results and Bug Reports 

# of Bugs MTBF IFFP FAR OFR FMR 

6 months -0.3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.8 -0.7 

1 year -0.6 -0.5 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7 

2 years -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.8 -0.7 

MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures; FAR: Failure 

Accumulation Rating 

IFFP: Initial Failure Free Period; OFR: Overall Failure 

Rating;  

FMR: Failure Memory Rating 

 

The correlation results are listed in Table 3-3. The strong correlations are highlighted in 

grey. A high number of severe bugs potentially have the negative impact on the software quality. 

Therefore, the number of severe bug reports is negatively correlated with the results of the 

proposed metrics. The correlation may be reduced because not all bugs reported are the direct 

result of failures and have visible impact on software quality (i.e. developers may simply want to 

improve certain functionality that never reported failures). Therefore, the relatively strong 

correlation between the number of bugs and the proposed metrics suggest good predictive power 

of the proposed metrics.   
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As shown in Table 3-3, the metric results correlated well with the number of the bugs in 

different periods after the release. It indicates the different metrics can predict the state of bugs 

and by extension software quality in these periods. For example, the Overall Failure Rating (i.e., 

OFR) and Failure Memory Rating (i.e., FMR) are strongly correlated with the bug reports in all 

three periods. A strong correlation is shown between the Failure Accumulation Rating (i.e., FAR) 

and the number of bugs within the first 6 months. It suggests that FAR can predict well the 

distribution of the failures experienced by the majority of users in the first 6 months. This also 

shows that the number of severe post release bugs reported is largely unaffected by the number of 

failures that users encountered after 6 months. MTBF shows a stronger correlation with the 

number of bugs after one year. It is probably caused by the severe bugs that cause failures which 

are fixed within the first six months. Therefore, the high score of MTBF predicts less severe bugs 

after 6 months. Similarity, the Initial Failure Free Period (IFFP) can predict well the quality of the 

application within one year of use.   

Our second analysis solidifies our findings from table 3-3 by correlating the metric results to 

the amount of time a given user uses the same version of their software.  We find the average 

number days that a given software version is used by the users and correlate it to the metric scores 

for the same version for an initial twenty day usage period.  Again, we use Spearman and Pearson 

correlation to validate our results.  Table 3-4 shows the correlation results between the metrics 

and the average usage period of users for each application version.  In this case a high correlation 

would indicate that higher metric scores correlated to a longer usage period which would indicate 

higher user perceived quality in that aspect.  The results show that OFR, FMR and IFFP are most 

suitable for indicating user perceived quality of users after 20 days.  For example, their strong 

positive correlation indicates versions with higher scores in those metrics tend to use the software 

for a longer period of time before upgrading.  This also agrees with the significant correlation  
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Table 3-4. Spearman Correlation Results between Metrics 

 MTBF IFFP FAR OFR FMR 

Correlation 

with days of 

use: 10 days 

0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.7 

Correlation 

with days of 

use: 20 days 

0.2 0.6 0.2 0.7 0.6 

MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures; FAR: Failure 

Accumulation Rating 

IFFP: Initial Failure Free Period; OFR: Overall Failure 

Rating;  

FMR: Failure Memory Rating 

 

results those metrics have with severe bugs in table 3-3.      The results also show that most users 

are unaffected by the average number of failures in the application as indicated by the relatively 

low correlation value for OFR. 

3.2.5 Threats to Validity for User Experience Metrics  

In the case study conducted on the user experience metrics as shown in section 3.5, each 

version has at least 50 users. However, users tended to fluctuate significantly between versions.  

Users may have different preferences that cause the user to behave significantly different from 

others. Some users were more casual and seldom use their application, while others use their user 

on a daily basis. Therefore, it may be more accurate if each version had roughly the same user 

base to ensure unbiased usage. The metrics focus on evaluating the average case with a large 

number of users. In the future, we will investigate the effect of the individual user behaviors on 

the frequency of the failures, and the impact on the metric results.   
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In the case study, we focus on the failures experienced by beta or alpha version users. 

However, the users understand that there will be failures and know what to do with the failures. 

In contrast, the real users experience failures differently:  the real users may try harder to find a 

workaround to avoid using the functional features that crash often; or the real users give up 

immediately and switch to other application instead.  In the future, we will conduct user study 

during the testing period.  

It is a viable way to validate the predictive power of the proposed metrics by checking the 

correlations with the number of severe bugs reported after the release. However, some of the bugs 

that cause failures during the testing period could be fixed before the software release. Therefore, 

the correlation shown in Table 3-3 would be stronger when considering the bugs reported during 

the testing period.  

In the evaluation of the Failure Memory Rating metric, we set the failure increase constant 

(i.e., FIC) to 100 and the cooldown constant (CC) to be 25 (i.e., α  is set at 0.25 as defined in Eq. 

(3-6)). FIC and CC should be determined by performing user studies. Nevertheless a single FIC 

and CC could be used to compare different versions of the same application.  The work presented 

for the metrics are still considered very preliminary in its development.  Therefore, while the 

results have showed promise, more user studies need to be conducted in order to strengthen the 

validity of the data found so far. 

3.3  Chapter 3 Summary 

This chapter discussed the possibility of using user log data as input for user perceived 

quality metrics.  In the next chapter, we focus on abstracting the same user log data into 

visualization graphs for easy identification of patterns between problems and users.  We explore 

the feasibility of using these patterns to help resolve problems and automatically filter data.   
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Chapter 4 

Visualizing Field Testing Results 

In the current state of practice, it can be beneficial for developers to be able to analyze 

problems with a global view to establish potential relationships between different problems and 

the relation between the users reporting these problems. For instance, it may be the case that: 

1. A particular set of problems co-occur frequently together; therefore studying and resolving 

any one of these problems might lead to the resolution of all these problems. With some 

problems easier to replicate than others, such information is likely to lead to faster resolution 

of these problems. We developed a problem graph to highlight such information.  

2. Several users often report the same set of problems (i.e., share the same problem profile); 

therefore recruiting a few of these users to verify any fix is often a faster option instead of 

deploying the fix across the field blindly and awaiting problem reports. We developed a user 

graph to identify users reporting common problems.  We can cross reference the problems 

reported and recruit users to replicate them.  

3. A large number of problems are reported, however very few of these problems have a wide 

impact on many users. Fixing problems with high impact is usually a high priority effort. We 

developed an interaction graph to give a global view of the relation between the participants 

of field testing (i.e., users) and the outcome of the testing (i.e., problems). 

 

Using our visualization, developers can analyze massive amounts of data reported during 

field testing. Our visualization helps identify patterns that demonstrate the user and problem 

interactions. The patterns allow developers to tackle problems with a global view instead of 

individually. In particular, such patterns help developers categorize, prioritize, and replicate 

problems, allowing developers to observe new relationships that may be overlooked in practice. 
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By visualizing the field testing results across multiple product releases, developers can compare 

the progress of field testing efforts for different releases. 

4.1 Three Graphs for Visualizing Field Data 

In this section, we introduce the three types of graphs that are produced from the field data. 

Our graphs could have as a node: a problem report, a user, or both. The edges in our graphs are 

based on different types of relations between the nodes. For example, an edge between two nodes 

in a problem graph indicates that the two nodes (i.e., problems) co-occur frequently together in a 

report. While an edge between two nodes in a user graph indicates that the two nodes (i.e., user) 

frequently report the same types of problems. Due to the large number of reported problems and 

users in field testing, we cannot simply show all the edges and nodes. Instead we must filter them. 

In the following subsections, we present our three graphs in more detail. We discuss the filtering 

process after the presentation of the three graph types.   

4.1.1 Problem Graph:  Visualizing the Interaction among Problems 

In certain situations, developers tackle field problems on an individual basis.  In these cases 

developers may overlook the possibility that certain problems may be interconnected not unlike 

what is described by Pantel et al. [44]. For instance, one problem reports that the disk is full, 

while another problem reports that the application fails to write to disk. Both problems can occur 

independently for different users or together for the same user who attempts to write to a full disk 

and triggers both problems. If the write-failure problem reports were sparse, developers might 

have a hard time to capture and fix the write-failure problem. However if developers can 

determine that this rare write-failure problem co-occurs frequently with a disk-full problem, 

developers can use the disk-full problem to better understand the write-failure problem  
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Figure 4-1. An example of a problem graph  

 

and resolve it in a timely fashion. This situation may occur in large complex applications, given 

the different coding and reporting standards followed by various groups. By being able to show 

certain problems are related, we can overcome the fact that some reports might be sparse or that 

some reports are harder to reproduce or investigate.  

In a more complex situation also described by Pantel, each occurrence of an error may 

trigger a different, yet often limited, number of problems. Such an error is primarily due to the 

use of an un-initialized field or timing/race conditions. When a user encounters the error several 

times, various problems associated with the same error can be reported by the same user in 

different occasions. Identifying the problems reported by the same user helps developers to 

capture the common cause for the problems, and fix all the problems at once.  

Another type of problem co-occurrence happens when a single error leads to a cascade of 

related problems. For example, a problem, caused by an error in the code that reads data from the 

network, would often lead to multiple problems triggered in the subsequent execution of the 

application (due to the network-read-errors). In an ideal situation, such problems would have 

been reported as the same type. However, all too often the errors might manifest themselves as 

different problems. For example, the error to read from a network might manifest itself as the 

handling of a NullPointer problem, and the subsequent problems are reported as out of bound 
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processing.  Identifying the problems that have these common origins could potentially help 

developers resolve multiple problems at once. 

The aforementioned situations highlight the importance of studying field problems together 

instead of individually. By interlinking problems, developers might discover unexpected yet 

important relations between problems during the field testing process. The problem graph 

establishes such interlinking among problems.  

The problem graph is an undirected graph, GProblem = (VP, EP).  The set of nodes, VP, of the graph 

contains the set of problems (i.e., P) reported in the repository. We consider problem reports with 

similar call traces as the same report. The set of edges, EP, contains undirected edges, eab={Pa, 

Pb} if problem Pa and problem Pb are reported together by one or more user.  If a large number of 

users report the two problems together, then we believe that such a relation needs to be 

highlighted to developers for further investigation.  The edges are not transitive. For example as 

shown in Figure 4-1, problem P1 is connected to P2 and P2 is connected to P3. This signifies that 

P1 and P2 have been reported by the same user, and that P2 and P3 are reported by the same user, 

but that P1 and P3 are not interlinked. The graph is designed so that only nodes with a direct edge 

have a relationship.  For example, the interconnected nodes P1, P5 and P6 indicate that all three 

problems have been reported although not necessarily all together.  For example there could have 

been three different users reporting each pair of problems (i.e., {P1, P5}, {P5, P6} and {P1, P6}} or 

one user reporting the three problems together (i.e., {P1, P5 , P6}}. A problem node appears in the 

problem graph only if it is reported together with at least one other problem node by a user.   

We add weights to the nodes and edges.  The weight of a node indicates the frequency of 

unique occurrences of that problem among users in the field testing repository. Visually, nodes  
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Table 4-1. Summary of the Three Types of Graphs 

Graph Entity Entity type Weight Filtering 

Node Problem The number of different users 

who report the problem at 

least once in the repository 

Must co-occur with at 

least one other 

problem after edge 

filtering 
Problem 

Graph 
Edge Both problems 

co-occur  

Statistical weight (see section 

4.2) 

Statistical filtering 

(see section 4.2) 

 

Node User The number of unique 

problems that a user has in 

common with other users 

Must report a single 

problem after edge 

filtering. User 

Graph Edge Both users 

report similar 

problems 

Statistical weight (see section 

4.2) 

Statistical filtering 

(see section 4.2) 

 

Node Problem, User Problem: The number of 

times a problem is reported 

by any user 

User:  The number of unique 

problems reported by a user 

Same as above for 

problem and user 

nodes 
Interaction 

Graph 

Edge User reports 

the Problem 

Statistical weight (see section 

4.2) 

Statistical filtering  

(see section 4.2) 

 

are shown as circles with the weight of a node depicted as the size of the circle. Looking at Figure 

4-1, P1 is reported by more users than P3.  Table 4-1 summarizes the definition of nodes and 

edges for the Problem Graph. 
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Figure 4-2. An example of a user graph  

 

4.1.2 User Graph: Visualizing the Interaction among Users 

Given the complexity of modern enterprise applications, the usage patterns between users 

tend to vary considerably with users forming clusters based on their usage of the application. For 

example, given an application for order taking and fulfillment, we would expect that at least two 

user clusters would arise along the two main uses of the application (i.e., order taking and 

fulfillment) with many sub-clusters forming based on the peculiarities of use within the two large 

clusters. Different clusters might also arise from commonalities across the user population. 

Similar characteristics such as similar hardware configuration or usage patterns (e.g., living in 

areas with bad wireless coverage or slow internet connections) are likely to lead users to report 

similar problems.  

Flagging users with common problem profiles is of great value to developers. Using this 

knowledge about user clusters, developers could replicate specific problems and verify their fixes  
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Figure 4-3. An example of an interaction graph 

 

in an easier fashion. For instance, if most users in the order-taking department have the same 

problem profile, then a developer might be able to recruit a particular user to deploy additional 

monitoring on their installation.  Developers can work closely with that user to solve a problem 

that affects the whole cluster of users in the order-taking department. Furthermore, using this 

knowledge about user clusters, managers can optimize their planning of future field testing efforts 

by picking at least one representative user from each cluster to participate in the field testing for a 

particular software version. Given the limited number of users that are willing to participate in 

field testing efforts and the large number of releases that are usually tested in parallel, a field-

testing manager can distribute their user base more strategically. For example, if there are three 

versions of the software under testing and prior field testing shows the existence of two distinct 

user clusters, then the manager should ensure the participation of one user from each cluster to 

the three tests instead of randomly picking users.  

We developed the user graph to help identify such clusters.  The user graph is an undirected 

graph, i.e., GUser = (VU, EU). The set of nodes, VU, of the user graph contains a set of users (i.e., U) 

who report problems sent to the repository. The set of edges, EU, contains an undirected edge 

eab={ua, ub} if users, ua and ub, have reported at least one common problem. 
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The weight of a user node represents the unique number of problems that a user reports with 

other users.  For example a user that reports the same problem with four other users has a greater 

weight than a user who reports two common problems with one other user. Visually, nodes are 

shown as squares with the weight of a node depicted as the size of the square. Looking at Figure 

4-2, User1 reports more problems in common with other users than User3. Table 4-1 summarizes 

the definition of nodes and edges for the User Graph. 

 

4.1.3 Interaction Graph: Visualizing the Relations between Problems and Users 

The interaction graph gives a global view of the results of field testing process. The graph 

cross references the relationship between problems and users. The interaction graph helps in 

analyzing the visualization produced by the other two graph types. For example, while the 

problems are not identified within the user graph, the interaction graph could be used to cross-

reference the specific problems after locating a particular user base in the graph. 

The interaction graph is an undirected, weighted graph, GInter =(VI, EI). The set of nodes, VI, is the 

union of the user set (i.e., U) and the problem set (i.e., P). Figure 4-3 illustrates an example of the 

interaction graph. The circular nodes represent problems and the square nodes represent users. 

The set of edges, EI, contains an undirected edge, eab={Pa, Userb}, if Userb reports a problem, Pa.   

For the example shown in Figure 4-3, User3 and User7 both report problems P2 and P3. P1 is 

reported by User1, User2 and User3.  

The weight of a user node captures the number of unique problems reported by the user. 

Visually, the weight of a user node is shown as the size of the square node. The weight of a 

problem node requires the frequency of the problem occurred during the field testing. Visually, 

the problems are depicted as circles with the weight of a node illustrated as the size of the circle.  

As depicted in Figure 4-3, User8 reports more problems than User1. Problem P2 occurs more 
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frequently than problem P1. Table 4-1 summarizes the definition of nodes and edges for the 

Interaction Graph. 

4.2 Statistical filtering and weighing  

Showing all the users and problems that exist in a field testing repository would lead to very 

complex graph with high over plotting. Therefore we chose to filter the edges and nodes in the 

created graph. Traditionally such filtering is performed by showing edges which are above a 

particular threshold. For example, we could show edges exhibiting a relation co-occurring 70% of 

the time or only 70 times. Instead we choose to perform statistical filtering given the large size of 

the data.  

The goal of our statistical filtering is to only show edges that do not simply occur due to 

chance, instead we want to show edges that indicate statistically significant relations (i.e. 

association). We perform a chi-square (χ
2
) test on each edge and filter edges in all graphs based 

on the results of the test [31].  Table 4-2 shows the 2x2 contingency table used to calculate the 

chi-square value. The same approach is used for all three graphs. For example, in the problem 

graph, the cell (Pa, Pb) counts the frequency (i.e., f1) where problems Pa and Pb appear together 

for any users. The cell (Pa, ¬Pb) counts the number of times (i.e., f2) that problem Pa occurred but 

not problem Pb for a user.  The cell (¬Pa, Pb) counts the number of times (i.e., f3) that problem Pb 

occurs but not problem Pa. The cell (¬Pa, ¬Pb) denotes the total number of times (i.e., f4) that 

neither problem was reported. χ
2 
is calculated using formula (1). Looking at the chi-square (χ

2
) 

statistics distribution tables, we use a chi-square value of 5.99 to filter edges, indicating that we 

are 95% confident (i.e., p value<0.05) about the statistical validity of a shown edge. 
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Table 4-2. 2x2 Contingency Table 

 Pb ¬Pb 

Pa f1 f2 

¬Pa f3 f4 
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Table 4-2. 
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x 2 is the chi squared value calculated in formula (1).  f1,, f2, f3, and f4 are the frequencies of the two independent 

events as described in Table 4-2. 

 

Edges are given a statistical weight if it satisfies the conditions of statistical filtering (i.e., 

are statistically significant enough to be shown).  The statistical weight of an edge is calculated 

using the phi measure [24]. The value of phi measures the strength of the relationship regardless 

of the sample size.  It was chosen primarily to normalize the edge thickness in a given sample so 

that no edge would detract from the graph.  It is based off the chi-squared test as shown in 

formula (1). The value of phi is computed using formula (2). A value of 0 for phi means that there 

is no association between two nodes (e.g., problems) and a value of 1 indicates a perfect 

association (i.e. both nodes always co-occur).  Therefore, thick edges for any graph display phi 

values close to 1. The phi value is statistically significant when the χ
2
 value is greater or equal to 

5.99 (i.e., p< 0.05).  We filter the edges if the weight of the edges is not statistically significant. 

Thin edges indicate low phi values meaning that the minimal statistical significance. 
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4.3 Case Study for Pattern Identification 

To demonstrate the benefits of using our proposed graphs in section 4.3, we performed a 

case study using two beta versions of a large scale enterprise software application used by 

millions of users worldwide for communication.  The application is written in the Java 

programming language. Table 4-3 shows descriptive statistics for each version.  The data 

collected for this study was gathered over the course of 30 days within a field test of each version. 

To ease the comparison of problems of both versions, identical problems appearing in both 

versions are assigned the same identifier.  

 

Table 4-3. Statistics for the Two Studied Field Tests 

Version 
#  of Users # of Reported 

Problems  

A 367 342 

B 1,302 883 

 

The objective of this case study is to identify if there are any significant differences or trends 

among the two versions of the application. We analyze the three types of graphs to automatically 

identify patterns common in both versions.  

4.3.1 Steps for Identifying Patterns from the Graphs  

We generate the three graphs and automatically identify patterns.  It should be noted that the 

following steps are automated in script form with no manual intervention until the graphs have 

been generated.  The process is done automatically in the following steps: 
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1. For both versions, we analyze each problem report to determine the user who reported the 

problem and to determine similar problems using the reported call traces. We also identify 

similar problems across both studied versions.  

2. We generate the edges between each user and problem.  

3. We apply statistical filtering and weighing of the edges as described in section 4.2.  We 

filtered nodes which no longer have edges attached to them. 

4. We visualize the graphs using a spring-based layout algorithm that is built in the GUESS 

(Graph Exploration System) [23]. GUESS is a system and language for visualizing and 

manipulating graph structures. It can accept command scripts, which help highlight 

identified patterns from the data set. For example, Figures 4-4a), 4-6a), 4-7a) are the three 

types of graphs visualized for version A after statistical filtering.   

5. We apply our pattern recognition scripts on the visualizations in GUESS to locate the 

patterns in the data set. The scripts were programmed to look for certain characteristics such 

as the number of edges attached to a node and the thickness of edges. For example, to find 

strongly interconnected problems in the problem graph, a GUESS command is used to 

isolate edges that are statistically significant.  For example, Figures 4-4 b) and 4-4 c) shows 

instances of two patterns from the visualization of version A in Figure 4-4 a). Similarly 

instances of patterns in version B are depicted in Figure 4-5 b) and 4-5 c) based on Figure 4-

5 a).  Other patterns are observed directly from the GUESS visualization without applying 

our pattern recognition script. The use of a spring-based layout technique automatically 

clusters the data as shown in Figure 4-6. 
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4.3.2 Identified Patterns 

We identified five patterns common in both versions using the three types of graphs. We 

summarize the patterns using the following template: 

• Symptom: describes the characteristics of the pattern in the graphs which first caught our 

attention. For several of the patterns, the characteristics of the pattern are encoded in GUESS 

scripts which enable the automatic detection of instances of the patterns in the graphs. 

• Examples: show examples from the studied application. 

• Significance: explains the benefits of identifying the pattern. 

 

4.3.2.1 Interconnected Problems 

Symptom. This pattern is found in the problem graphs.  The pattern is characterized by a thick 

(i.e., statistically significant) edge connecting adjacent problem nodes. The sizes of connected 

nodes can vary. This indicates that the two problems are reported frequently together, suggesting 

a chain reaction. More than two problem nodes can be interconnected with thick edges. This 

indicates a longer chain effect among the interconnected problems.   

 

Examples. Figure 4-4 b) shows the identified interconnected problem patterns for version A. In 

the graph, we found that problem pairs {P2, P16} and {P35, P41} are separate examples of the 

interconnected problem pattern with their thick edges between each of the two node pairs. 
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Figure 4-4. Interconnected and duplicate patterns extracted from version A 

 

 

Figure 4-5. Interconnected and duplicate patterns extracted from version B 

Similarly, Figure 4-5 b) visualizes the interconnected problem patterns recognized in version 

B. For example in Figure 4-5 b), the interconnected problem pattern is exhibited by the thick 

edges, such as {P365, P366} and {P702, P708}.  The node size indicates the frequency of the problem 

being 

Problem Appears Together 

a) Filtered Problem Graph Before 
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b) Interconnected  Patterns   
Extracted  

c) Duplicate Patterns 
Extracted  

Problem Appears Together 

a) Filtered Problem Graph Before 
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b) Interconnected  Patterns Extracted c) Duplicate Patterns Extracted  
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Figure 4-6. Visualization of the user graphs for both versions 

reported by different users. If the problems are not frequently reported, fixing such interconnected 

problems might not be a high priority. For example illustrated in Figure 4-5 b), the node sizes of 

problems P365 and P366 are much bigger than problems P702 and P208. Therefore, fixing problems 

P365 and P366 is a higher priority than fixing problems P702 and P208 because P365 and P366 are 

reported by a larger number of users. 

Significance. Examining a particular problem might prove difficult to replicate or fix. However, 

that problem might co-occur frequently with another problem. For example, due to a chaining 

effect one problem might always be followed by another problem meaning one problem cannot 

occur without the other occurring first.  Problems that are intertwined in this fashion indicate a 

series of chain effects that eventually lead to a final problem.  It is desirable to find these patterns 

to eliminate the initial problem so it cannot propagate.  
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a) User graph for Version A b) User graph for Version B 

Reports same 

problem(s) 
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4.3.2.2 Near Duplicate Problems 

Symptom. This pattern is recognized in the problem graphs. It is characterized by large problem 

nodes that have many smaller problem nodes attached to them. In effect the large node and its 

smaller neighboring nodes are essentially the same problem. However, when users alter their 

usage slightly, the two problem reports are recognized as different problems.   

 

Examples. Figures 4-4 c) and 4-5 c) show the near duplicate problem patterns identified from 

both versions. For example, looking at Figure 4-4 c), P3, P16, P48 and P406 represent nodes with the 

duplicate problems. Such problem nodes have smaller nodes that branch off them. Similarly, the 

problem graph of version B, shown in Figure 4-5 c), has instances of this pattern which centers 

around the problem nodes, such as P101, P208 and P366 and P687. 

Significance. During field testing, a set of problems may be reported infrequently compared to 

other problems. Through close investigation, we might determine that the set of problems is a 

special case of a frequently-occurring problem (i.e., the near duplicates of each other). In this 

case, it is desirable to assign the investigation of both problems to the same developer. 

4.3.2.3 Distinct User Cluster  

Symptom. This pattern is found in the user graph. It is characterized with large clusters of user 

nodes that are tightly connected. The clusters are formed by applying the spring based layout 

algorithm which groups the user nodes with stronger association closer. The statistical filtering 

and weighing described in section 4.2 ensure that the clusters are statistical significant and not 

simply due to chance. The clusters are visually identified from the user graph.  
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Examples. Figure 4-6 shows the user graph for both versions. Both graphs are layed out using a 

spring-based algorithm.   We note that each version manifests its own distinct clusters of user 

nodes. Version A has a large central cluster (i.e., cluster 1) with several splinter clusters. It 

indicates that the majority of users report the same set of problems and are indistinguishable by 

the problems they report. Version B has six more distinctive clusters. It shows that the problems 

among users are more distributed.  Future field testing efforts are likely to benefit from picking a 

user from each cluster instead of randomly picking users which might all fall within a single 

cluster. Therefore it is more likely users can replicate a problem in a cluster of version B than 

they can for version A.   

 

Significance. Identifying user clusters based on common problem profiles helps practitioners in 

the management of current field testing efforts and the planning of future efforts. Developers can 

work closely with representative users of clusters to gain a better understanding of their problems 

through interviews and additional instrumentation. Furthermore, the representative users could be 

used to replicate problems and verify fixes before they are deployed more widely during the field 

testing. The identification of user clusters could also help managers in planning future field 

testing efforts. Managers can ensure that each field test run has representative users from each 

cluster to guarantee a wider and more general testing of an application. 
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Figure 4-7. Visualization of the interaction graph for version A 

4.3.2.4 Distributed Problem Coverage  

Symptom. This pattern is uncovered by analyzing the interaction graph.  It is characterized with a 

problem node having a large number of adjoining user nodes. To prioritize the fixing of 

problems, we identify the problems reported by a large number of users. If a problem node is 

attached to a large number of user nodes, it presents a wide spread problem.  The thicknesses of 

the edges show the distribution of the problem occurrence across the users. If we can identify a 

very thick edge to a particular user, this indicates that this problem primarily occurs for that user. 

If a problem node is attached to a small number of user nodes, the problem is not widely spread. 

Part of the analysis also involves examining the users who report the problem to determine if they 

report a large number of problems. 
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Figure 4-8. Visualization of the interaction graph for version B 

Examples. Figures 4-7 b) and 4-8 b) show the distributed problem coverage patterns identified 

from the interaction graph for versions A and B respectively. Looking at the graph for version A 

depicted in 4-7 b), we note several instances of this pattern, such as the clusters around the 

problems, P16, P406, and P408. For example, problem, P16 and P408 are reported by the same set of 

users. The interaction graph of version B illustrated in Figure 4-8 b) contains many instances of 

this pattern, such as the clusters around the problem nodes, P81, P172, P183, P232, P422, P676, and P678. 

As a result, these problems are good candidates to fix first. 

 

Significance. Prioritizing which problems to address first can be a complex decision involving 

the criticality of the problem and its widespread impact on the user base. Given two problems that 

occur frequently, it is often desirable to fix problems that impact a larger number of users evenly. 

Counting the number of users that encounter the problem is a good metric. However, the metric 

fails to capture the frequency of the occurrence of the problem. For example, given a problem 

Problem User User reports problem 

a) Filtered Interaction Graph before 

Pattern Identification  

b) Problem Coverage Patterns 
Extracted 

c) User Coverage Patterns 
Extracted 
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which occurs 100 times, it could be the case that the problem occurs once 80 times for a single 

user and very infrequently for another 20 users. Or it could be that the problem occurs evenly 

across the 21 users. A visualization that shows this distribution will help in the prioritization of 

problems. Moreover we must consider each user that has this problem in the context of the other 

problems. Referring back to our previous example of a user with a problem being reported 80 

times, if we notice that this user is reporting a large number of other problems, it might be the  

case that this user’s installation or environment has problems and that the problem is not as 

frequently occurring as we thought. 

4.3.2.5 Distributed User Coverage  

Symptom. This pattern shows up in the interaction graph with a large user node having many 

adjoining problem nodes. This pattern appears visually as a star-like shape with a center user 

node and problems radiating out of that user node. 

 

Examples. Figures 4-7 c) and 4-8 c) show the distributed user coverage patterns extracted from 

both versions. As illustrated in Figure 4-7 c) for version A, the clusters around user nodes, User10, 

User258, User717, User785, and User918, are example of this pattern.  Similarity, Figure 4-8 c) for 

version B contains many instances, such as the clusters around user nodes, User76, User140, 

User259, User515 and User571. 

 

Significance. Users reporting a large number of problems are ones developers should examine 

closer. The user graph shows such users as large nodes. However, the mapping from the user to 

specific problems is not visible in the user graph. We want to better understand the distribution of 

problems generated by a particular user. In the same way we examine the distribution of a 

particular problem across different users. By exploring these users, we can then study if their 
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applications are misconfigured and whether their results should be ignored. Or if they are facing a 

large number of problems and are ideal users to work with closely.  In essence, this pattern helps 

reduce the time of developers in finding good testing candidates. 

4.3.3 Verification of Patterns Found in Case Study 

To verify that the patterns identified in the graphs fulfill their respective purposes and are in 

fact statistically significant, we manually verify that the occurrence of each pattern is in fact a 

valid pattern.  Each pattern has different criteria in order to be verified as real.  For interconnected 

patterns, we manually identify all the problems that were reported as interconnected by this 

pattern.  We then manually check the call stack associated with each problem that is actually 

logically interconnected and check the average time between their reports.  Similar to the 

interconnected pattern, we manually verify the near duplicate pattern problem to see if they can 

be duplicates of each other.  We analyze the call stack to see file similarity, and ending 

exceptions between the central problem and the identified duplicates.  To verify the user clusters, 

we determine users in each cluster report the same problems. We randomly select 10 percent of 

users from each cluster and test if they all report a given problem that was known to be reported 

from that cluster.      For the distributed problem coverage pattern, we manually verify each 

problem that was identified in that particular pattern using its node size.  We compare the average 

number of user logs that will report a problem identified from the distributed problem coverage 

pattern to the average number of user logs that will be report a non-distributed problem.  We use 

a similar approach to validate the distributed user coverage pattern.  Since the pattern is used to 

highlight users useful for replication of unique problems we manually verify the average number 

of unique problems reported by users identified by the distributed user coverage pattern.  We 

compare this number to the average number of unique problems reported by users not identified 

by this pattern.    
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Eq. (4-3) 

 

For the case study, we use table 4-4 to summarize the statistical significance of the patterns 

identified.  To determine the validity of our pattern identification scheme we calculated the 

precision of each pattern type identified.  The precision for pattern type identification is defined 

in Eq. 4-3 as the number of patterns verified to be a certain type over the number of patterns 

identified as a certain type.   Table 4-5 shows the number of patterns identified for each version.   

Table 4-4. Statistics Validation of Patterns from Problem and User Graphs 

Version  Precision of 

interconnected 

problem 

identification  

Precision of near 

duplicate 

problem 

identification 

Average percentage 

chance of finding 

correct user in 

cluster to report 

specific problem  

Precision of 

distributed 

problem coverage 

pattern 

Precision of 

distributed 

user coverage 

pattern 

A 0.70 0.7 0.92 1.0 1.0 

B 0.68 0.60 0.89 1.0 1.0 

 

Table 4-5 Number of Identified Patterns for each version 

Version  Number of 

interconnected 

problems 

identified 

Number of 

interconnected 

problems 

identified 

Number of user 

clusters identified 

Number of 

distributed 

problem coverage 

identified 

Number of 

distributed 

user coverage 

identified 

A 12 10 6 6 7 

B 22 15 6 14 10 

 

Table 4-4 shows that around 70% of the interconnected problems identified by the pattern 

were manually verified to be related at the source code level.  The reason that the precision is not 
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perfect is because certain interconnected problems were found not to be related after manual 

verification.    For example, the file traces showed the executions were from two different 

unrelated modules, but coincidentally, the problems occurred in the user logs with comparative 

frequency and time.  In the future, problems should have further criteria imposed before they are 

classified as interconnected problems such as module similarity and variable dependency. 

We found that around 64% of identified duplicate problems were manually verified to be 

actual duplicates.  During manual verification, it was found that the supposedly duplicate 

problems that were connected to the central problem did not have sufficient similarity.  For 

example, the duplicate problems had similar file accesses but not method accesses. In the future, 

stricter matching criteria should be imposed that includes method similarity as well as call trace 

length when determining if a problem may be a duplicate.   

Table 4-4 shows the average percentage of users that were found to report a given problem 

for all the clusters in each version.  For this pattern, the precision remains high for both versions.  

It is unlikely to find perfect precision for this pattern because no matter how similar users are in a 

cluster, there will be some deviation for the set of problems reported between users.  To 

maximize the precision, the sorting algorithm can have stricter criteria, such as only grouping two 

users together if their reported problem set is exactly the same. 

We determined that the average problem identified by the distributed problem coverage 

pattern has higher coverage than the average problem that is not part of the pattern.  We found 

that the problems identified as a distributed problem pattern had a consistently higher number of 

users reporting it.  As with the distributed problem pattern, we found that the users identified in 

the distributed user pattern consistently reported a higher number of problems than their 

counterparts.   
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4.3.4 Visualizing of Patterns after Problem Resolution 

The visualization technique is capable of showing the impact after a problem has been 

fixed.  For example, if a specific problem that falls under the distributed problem coverage 

pattern is resolved, then scripts can be told to remove that specific problem from the Interaction 

Graph.  In this sense, developers can be sure they have an up to date set of problem patterns 

visualized in their graphs. 

4.4 Chapter 4 Summary 

This chapter explored different visualization graphs for identifying patterns between 

problems and users in order to filter user log data and help resolve problems.  The next chapter 

uses visualization techniques to map the file call trace of the entire user population in order to 

identify files of interest in bug isolation. 
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Chapter 5 

Structure of Problems in Field Testing 

Extensive field testing efforts produce a large number of reported problems. It would 

therefore be desirable for developers to eliminate problems with common causes without having 

to analyze each situation specifically. Basic techniques are used to group similar problems. For 

example, problems leading to a crash are grouped together while problems relating to excessive 

CPU usages are grouped together. Summary statistics are often collected and reported to track the 

progress of field testing efforts. When attempting to resolve a particular problem, developers 

work on problems in isolation. A global view of the reported problems and their interconnection 

is needed. 

A global view helps developers in identifying patterns of problems and usage behaviors. In 

chapter 4, which used different visualization software, we proposed the use of a spring-based 

layout visualization technique to highlight the relation between different problems. In those 

visualizations, each problem is shown as a node and an edge is drawn between two nodes if the 

same set of users encounter them frequently enough. The spring-based layout ensures that 

problems that co-occur frequently are placed close to each other such that they form a cluster. 

Using our prior visualization, we can identify several patterns that highlight the similarity 

between different problems. However, it may be hard to fix high-battery-usage problems when 

such problems are examined in isolation. However, if some high-CPU-usage problems are 

clustered close to other high-battery-usage problems in our visualization, these problems are 

strongly associated. A closer examination might indicate that the high battery drain is due to 

suboptimal CPU usage. The main audiences for our prior visualization were the managers of field 

testing efforts.   
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We propose a new visualization that is of value to the developers who must repair the field 

problems. In contrast to testing managers that looked at problem priorities, developers would like 

a visualization which focuses on the code structure of reported problems and the relation between 

the structures of problems. By identifying the commonalities between the structures of different 

problems, developers can pinpoint troublesome parts of the code. Using this knowledge, 

development mangers can also rapidly triage reported problem and assign them to the most 

appropriate developer.  

5.1 Visualizing the Structure of Problems 

When examining a particular problem report, developers may start their investigation by 

studying the method at which the problem was reported. For example, a method might have 

reported an out-of-range exception when it tried to access an array element.  However, the out-of-

range exception may not necessarily be caused by that method, but higher up the call path. For 

example, the exception could be due to the method which initialized the array with a pre-defined 

length then passed the array down the call path. The process of investigating a problem often 

consists of going up the call trace and investigating each method along the path of that trace. We 

name that call trace the structure of a problem. The process of going up the call trace is time 

consuming, given the usual complexity of reported problems and their large numbers. However, 

one can make use of the call traces (i.e. structure) of reported problems to quickly identify 

commonality between problem structures and to focus their efforts. 

Consider the case of API methods which have undocumented requirements. The misuse of 

these methods might cause problems down their call path. However all these problems are linked 

to the API method which is higher-up in the call trace.  A visualization that would identify this 

situation would be of great value to developers.  
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Figure 5-1. Problem structure visualization 

 

To help developers understand the inter-dependencies among the problems, we developed a 

technique to visualize the structure of all reported problems in a single visualization. Given the 

large number of reported problems and methods, we present our visualization at the file level 

instead of method level to isolate files of interest to developers. The visualization highlights the 

commonly occurring call paths among reported problems. Each call path represents a reported 

problem.  

Figure 5-1 shows an example of our visualization of the problem structure. The visualization 

shows a directed graph, i.e., G= (VF, EF). The set of nodes, VF, contains the complete set of 

unique files (i.e., F) appearing in the call traces of all reported problems. The set of edges, EF, 

contains directed edges, eab={Fa, Fb}, if file Fa  subsequently accesses file Fb.  A node, in Figure 

5-1, represents files such as F1 and F4. An edge denotes a call between two files. Nodes that are 

being pointed to are designated as the callee while nodes with edges originating from them are the 

callers. For example as depicted in Figure 5-1, a method in node F1 accesses a method in node F4. 

A node can be both a callee and caller. The edges are not transitive. For example as shown in 

Figure 5-1, F2 has a call edge to F5 and F5 has a call edge to F7.  This indicates F2 accesses F5 and 

F5 can access F7, but F2 cannot access F7. An edge may also refer back to the same node such is 
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the case for F6.  This means that the same file was accessed, and the call might be made to a 

different method in the same file.   

The position of a node in all call paths is not fixed. For example, a node, F5 is in the second 

position of the call path of F3, F5, F7. F5, and is in the third position of the call path of F1, F4, F5, 

F7. The call edges that connect from F5 indicate the possible files that can access after it. Leaf 

nodes indicate the last file accessed before the reporting of a problem. The first node in a call path 

represents the first file initially accessed.  

Node weights are constant and do not change regardless of its accesses.  We add weights to 

the edges.  Edge weight is determined by the frequency in which the call pair is accessed.  If the 

frequency of a call pair is below a certain threshold T, it is given a thin edge.  All call pairs that 

are above the threshold T are given a thick black edge.  For example in Figure 5-1, F2 is 

frequently reported to access F5, while F1 rarely accesses F4.   

5.2 Case Study for Identifying Patterns in Problem Structures  

To demonstrate the applicability of our proposed visualizations for determining the structure 

of problems and their interdependencies, we performed a case study on the reported problems 

during field testing efforts for two releases of a large scale enterprise Java application used by 

millions of users worldwide.  Table 5-1 shows the descriptive statistics for each used version.  

The data collected for this study was gathered from users over the course of thirty days.  

Table 5-1. Statistics for Studied Field Tests 

Version  Users Reported 

Problems 

Files in 

Call Trace 

Version_A 367 1,621 1,096 

Version_B 1,302 5,564 2,018 
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For the case study, we set a threshold for showing a thick edge if a call pair is accessed more 

than 80 times. Otherwise, the call pair is depicted in thin edge. The threshold could be increased 

when a developer wants to focus on the edges with high frequencies. On the other hand, the 

threshold could be lowered when the call pairs with low frequencies are inspected. The graphs are 

generated using AiSee [2], a graphical layout software whose customers include IBM and Intel. 

5.2.1 Steps for Identifying Patterns from the Graphs  

We generate the three graphs and automatically identify patterns.  It should be noted that the 

following steps are automated in script form with no manual intervention until the graphs have 

been generated.  The process is done automatically in the following steps: 

1. For both versions, we analyze each problem report to determine the sequence of files 

accessed using the reported call traces. We also identify similar problems across both 

studied versions.  

2. We generate the edges between files of all unique call paths found for both versions based 

on the frequency of each call.  

3. We visualize the graphs with their edge weight using the layout functionality that is built in 

the AiSee. 

5.2.2 Identified Patterns 

AiSee reads textual specifications and generates the visual equivalent.  The software is 

desirable for its ability to quickly process large amounts of data and simple input format.  It also 

supports easy navigability, and customizable layout such as manipulating nodes and edges 

onscreen in order to get the optimum organization.  In our case study we identified two patterns 

prominent in both visualizations depicted in Figures 5-2 and 5-3.  These patterns help identify the 

problematic files and could be used to compare different versions.  We summarize the patterns  
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Figure 5-2. The structure of problems for version A 
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Figure 5-3. The structure of problems for version B 

using the following template: 

• Symptom: describes the characteristics of the pattern in the graphs which first caught our 

attention.  

• Examples: show examples from the studied application. 
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5.2.2.1  Problem Façade  

Motivation: A Problem Façade occurs when a large number of problems have a particular 

method in common. It is desirable to identify this method and put additional error checking in it 

or improve its documentation to prevent the occurrence of problems much lower in the call trace.  

 

Symptom:  This pattern is characterized by one node with many edges originating from it.  This 

indicates that the file VF is commonly referenced in problem reports.  The edges in this pattern 

can be thick or thin, however thick edges are good indicators that the pattern is more consistent.  

 

Examples: Figure 5-2 shows several problem façade patterns identified in version A. The pattern 

is annotated as a circle in Figure 5-2.  A similar pattern occurs for version B, shown in Figure 5-3. 

For version B, the Problem Façade method has a major file located at the top of the call paths 

indicating the file is accessed early in the call paths.   

5.2.2.2  Independent Call Path 

Motivation: When exploring the call trace (i.e., structure) of a particular problem relative to 

other problems, developers are faced with two types of situations either the call trace is 

significantly different than other call traces or it shares similarities with a large number of call 

traces (subsequently problems). The independent call path pattern occurs when a particular call 

trace is unique and different enough from the rest of the reported problems. Using this 

knowledge, developers have a better understanding of the impact of the problem and the potential 

benefits of fixing it. For example, the benefits of fixing a problem that is part of an independent 

call path pattern are low due to the small number of similar problems. Nevertheless, fixing such a 

problem might be easy due to the small number of interacting problems.  
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Symptom:  The independent call path is shown as a series of nodes with a limited number of 

incoming edges and outgoing edges.  Edges can be thick or thin, however all files in the call path 

access a small number of subsequent files.   

 

Examples: As shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, both version A and B show several independent call 

path patterns.  Specifically, version B has a higher number of independent call paths patterns.  

This indicates that a large number of reported problems in version B are singular cases while 

problems in version A are more likely to be inter-related. 

5.2.3 Comparing Two Versions  

While both versions show similar identifiable patterns, they have subtle differences. The 

defining characteristic of version A is the long call traces versus shorter calls traces for version B. 

In version B, we note that the independent call path pattern occurs a larger number of times 

relative to version A – indicating that the problems for version B might be easier to replicate. In 

version A, there are a larger number of problems with a similar structure as indicated with the 

large connected component in the center of Figure 5-2. 

5.3 Chapter 5 Summary 

This chapter used visualizations to identify patterns in the user log file traces.  The next 

chapter analyzes discusses how the priority of problems should include its distribution as well as 

frequency.  We further this analysis by using user log data to find the entropy and frequency of 

distinct problems.  We determine how we can use these two characteristics of problems to find 

their relative priority to each other. 
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Chapter 6 

Prioritizing Problems Using Pre-Deployment Field Data 

Developers experience delays in resolving problems due to the uncertainty regarding their 

priorities.  Many problems may also seem similar but due to underlying method invocations, may 

ultimately have different origins.  They are also affected by the fact that the users recruited may 

not be able to replicate the problem they want specifically.  Entropy can help developers 

determine priority of problems by measuring the distribution of a problem among users and its 

extent.  Using our entropy analysis technique, developers can assess the priority of different 

problems more effectively than simply measuring the frequency and number of users reporting a 

problem.  To help developers correctly identify the users reporting the problems with high 

priority, we visualize the users in clusters to specify which users report the most similar problems 

and highlight the affected users.  We include a problem signature definition to remove uncertainty 

for developers referring to a specific problem.    

6.1 Problem Signatures and Entropy 

6.1.1 Problem Signature 

Problems refer to the undesirable output that results from execution of a certain call path in 

software.  For example, a problem can occur when the execution of a method encounters an 

unexpected situation and throws a sequence of Java exceptions in a call trace.  When developers 

need to fix the cause of a problem, they cannot not only rely on the problem reported.  They need 

to know the specific steps leading to the problem itself.  While there are a limited number of 

unique exceptions that can be accessed in an application, the unique call traces leading up to the  
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Figure 6-1. Example of problem signature 

 

exception can be numerous.  It is also possible for different call traces to result in the same 

exception invocation.   

We define the problem signature as the sequence of methods accessed (i.e. call trace) leading 

up to the exception.  Problem signatures reflect on the behavior of the user before a problem is 

accessed.  Even if two call traces reported mostly contain the same sequence of methods, having 

one method that is exclusive to one call trace would classify them as two different problem 

signatures. Problem signatures always describe the history from the earliest method to the most 

recent.  As shown in figure 6-1, method A is accessed followed by B then E.  It is method E that 

eventually reports the problem.  As in all call traces, there can be a varying amount of methods 

accessed before an exception is accessed.  For example, the call trace A->B->E in figure 6-1 is 

one method longer that B->D.   Therefore problem signatures can have varying call trace lengths. 
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6.1.2 Entropy of a Problem Signature 

The entropy is a measure of the uniformity of a problem signature among its users.  It is 

formally defined using Shannon’s entropy equation [51].  
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n is the total number of problems that can occur in the system.  Pi is the probability of problem i 

happening. 

The entropy of problem signatures is calculated using the eq. (6-1) where Pi is the 

probability of a specific user i reporting a given problem and n is the total number of unique 

users.  The entropy is normalized by log2(n) from 0 to 1.  The ideal value for entropy of a system 

is 1.  If the entropy of the problem signatures is high (i.e. 1) it signifies that every user that reports 

the problem signature has an equal chance of reporting it.  High entropy for a problem signature 

is the most desirable outcome since it means developers can select any of the users that report it 

with equal confidence they can replicate it.  When the entropy of the problem signature is low, it 

indicates that there is a gross propensity for a certain subset of users to report it while other users 

rarely do.  Signatures that have low entropy values may indicate an anomaly in the specific user 

and not in the application model themselves.   
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fuserB_P is the number of times user b has reported  problem signature P and fa is the frequency of 

the same problem signature by any user.  PuserB_P is the probability of fuserB_P over all the users. 
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Eq. (6-2) produces the input for Eq. (6-1) which in turn is used to determine if a problem 

signature is evenly distributed among its users.  It is designed to show the probability of a user 

reporting the problem among all the users that report it.  If the probability for each user is 

comparable, it will lead to a high entropy in Eq. (6-1) meaning the problem has a good chance of 

being replicated among those users. A high probability for a few of the users that report the 

problem signature would lead to low entropy in Eq. (6-1)  meaning developers would need to rely 

on certain individual which makes replication harder.  fuserB_P is the number of times userB report 

problem and fa is the total number of time any user reported problem P.   PuserB_P is the probability 

that a user b in the population set will report that specific problem signature P.   

6.1.3 Entropy Distribution of Problem Signatures 

The entropy distribution of a problem signature shows whether a single problem signature is 

evenly distributed among a set of people (i.e. high entropy) as shown in the previous section.  

However only using the entropy values does not reveal the extent of the problem signature’s 

coverage.  Combining the entropy distribution result with the total frequency determines the 

overall effect a problem signature has on the population in general.  For example if problem 

signature 1 was reported by 3 out of a possible 100 users, each with a frequency of 4 reports (i.e. 

total frequency of 12 for all users), it would have high entropy but poor frequency, hence poor 

population coverage due to the insignificant percentage of users reporting.  However if the same 

signature is reported by all 100 users, with 4 reports (i.e. frequency of 400), the overall population 

coverage is much more significant. 

Problem signatures are categorized to determine the ease in which the majority of them can 

be replicated.  Each problem signature for the product is categorized depending on how strong its 
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Figure 6-2. PSD entropy graph regions 

entropy distribution (i.e. above a certain threshold) is as well as the total frequency of its 

occurrence.  Because the number of unique problem signature reported can potentially be 

numerous, we visualize all the problem signatures as points according to their entropy 

distribution value and frequency.  This makes it easier to see the general disposition of problem 

signatures among all the users.  Entropy distribution points are plotted on a region graph as 

shown in figure 6-2.  Each point on the graph describes how good their entropy is versus how 

frequently it is reported among the user population.  The x-axis represents the total number of 

times a problem signature is reported regardless of the user.  The y-axis represents the entropy 

distribution of the problem signature.  As the frequency and entropy values increase across both 

axis, the probability that the problem signature covers a larger population increases.  Having all 

the points on the graph can tell if an application is prone to isolated users reporting infrequent 

issues or whether it contains issues that are seen by everyone in significant frequency. 

As shown in figure 6-2, the graph is split into regions in order to display the different 

priorities of the entropy distribution problem signatures.  Table 6-1 summarizes the possible 

regions a problem signature can land and their different characteristics.  The size of the region on 
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Table 6-1. Summary of Entropy Regions 

Region Entropy Frequency Result 

Highly 

Distributed 

High High Problem signature is reported 

with high frequency and is well 

distributed among users 

indicating more users can report 

it consistently.  Developers will 

be able to easily replicate by 

selecting from testing base. 

Skewed Low High Problem signature is reported 

frequently however the 

distribution is skewed towards 

certain individuals.  Developers 

may have to rely on certain beta 

users. 

Moderately 

Distributed 

High Low The problem signature is only 

reported by a select number of 

individuals but they report it 

evenly.  This indicates a specific 

user cluster that the developer has 

to recruit from in order to 

replicate. 

Isolated Low Low Least desirable situation from 

developers point of view.  

Problem is obscure and hard to 

replicate on any application.  

Developers will have the hardest 

time resolving this problem. 
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the x-axis is determined by the size of the user population and the maximum frequency of reports 

for a problem signature.  The size of the two regions for the x-axis are divided in half.  The size 

of the region on the y-axis where the maximum value is 1 is divided in half.  We use the previous 

example of problem signature 1 with 100 users to highlight its usage.    Since every user reports 

the problem signature 4 times, fuserB_1 is equal to 4.  The total number of times that the problem 

signature is reported by any user is 4*100=400 times.  Therefore, the probability that any user in 

that set will report the problem is 0.01.  The entropy distribution is then calculated using Eq. (6-1) 

with all values of PuserB_1 as input.  Since there is perfect distribution the entropy will be 1.  The 

problem signature would be mapped onto figure 6-2 with an x value of 400 and y value of 1.  

Table 6-1 summarizes the regions of figure 6-2 and their significance. 

The unique aspect of entropy distribution analysis is its ability to categorize individual 

problem signatures in terms of its severity among the population.  It also gives a sense of how 

reliable the user population is in general.  For example if a region graph had most of its individual 

problem signatures in the risk region, the population in general is fairly reliable.  However if the 

majority of problem signatures were in the safe region, the testing population as a whole would 

be fairly useless.  If the application was proven to be reliable (i.e. error free) then having problem 

signatures in the safe region is actually desirable but for beta testing, this shouldn’t be the case. 

Problem signatures are not considered to be high priority unless their frequency (i.e. 

coverage) and entropy distribution values are significant.  For example if a problem signature had 

high frequency but low entropy, it means the problem signature is only seriously affecting a small 

proportion of users that report it and is more likely to be specific to the user’s application itself.  

Conversely, a problem signature with high entropy but low frequency means it is well distributed 

among the users that report it, but does not extend to the majority of users and therefore is not 

significant overall.  To determine whether a problem signature is high priority, we take the 
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product of its frequency and entropy.  We then compare all the problem signature’s products to 

see which have the highest product values and assign the priority accordingly.  The entropy of 

these high priority problem signatures are also checked to see they are sufficiently large and is not 

influenced only by a large frequency value.  Eq. (6-3) shows how to find the product entropy of a 

problem signature and by extension its priority. 

entropyfentropyproduct p ×=_   Eq. (6-3)  

fp is the total frequency of problem signature p reported by any user. Entropy is output calculated 

in Eq. (6-1) for problem signature p. 

 

6.2 Identifying User Clusters  

To ease the replication of a problem signature, it is desirable that a developer can have a 

group of alternative users to replay the problem signature.  User clusters can be identified to show 

the group of the users who are most likely to report the same problem signatures.  We also 

analyze the frequency of the problem signature to show if the majority of the cluster can replicate 

the problem signature.  

Figure 6-3 lists the components in the user cluster graph.  Each node represents a unique 

user.  Users that commonly report the same problems as each other are clustered together.    

Nodes that are connected by edges indicate a relationship.  In this case, it indicates that two users 

report the same problem at least once.  It is not concerned with the frequency in which they report 

the same problem signature but the number of unique problem signatures they share.  User nodes 

in a cluster are characterized by the total frequency of problem signatures shared with other users 

in the cluster.  In figure 6-3, User1 shares 3 problem signatures in common within User2 and 

User 2  
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Figure 6-3. Example cluster filtering using GUESS 

shares 4 problems in common with User3.  Therefore the frequency is 3, 7 and 4 for User1, User2 

and User3 respectively.  We use a hierarchical clustering technique to determine the optimal 

clusters for each population set.  This algorithm is used by a software clustering process which 

determines the users that are most similar in terms of call patterns while attempting to reduce the 

number of edges that crosses between clusters.   

Many distinct user clusters indicate many subsets of users all use their application in their 

own way and problems are well distributed.  This means developers can simply choose any from 

a specific cluster.  If there are many clusters but only a few are large in size then it means only 

those few clusters really stand out as having problems.  It would be harder in general for 

developers to replicate the problem. 

A low number of clusters indicate users cannot really be differentiated.  While users have all 

reported similar problem signatures, it is not really clear which ones they report with any real 

confidence.  As a result, developers will have a harder time selecting the proper user for 

replication. 

The most desirable scenario is for every user within a cluster to report the same number of 

distinctive problems with everyone else (i.e. perfect interconnectivity and therefore perfect 

confidence in similarity).   
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6.3 Case Study for Analyzing the Priority of Problems  

To demonstrate that our analysis can assess the priority of problem signatures and 

automatically identify the users that report them, we performed a case study using four beta 

versions of a large scale enterprise software application used by millions of users worldwide for 

communication.  Table 6-2 shows the descriptive statistics of each version.  The data collected for 

this study was gathered over the course of 30 days within a field test of each version. To ease the 

comparison of problem signatures of all versions, identical problem signatures appearing in both 

versions are assigned the same identifier. 

Table 6-2. Statistics of the versions for the case study 

Application Number of 

clusters 

reported 

Number of 

Problem 

Signatures 

Reported 

Number 

of users 

Version A 6 161 367 

Version B 2 342 182 

Version C 3 883 588 

Version D 10 284 1302 

 

The objective of this case study is to  

1) Demonstrate that the Product Analysis (based off of product entropy) is a better analysis 

technique to traditional prioritizing techniques. 

2) Provide a visualization technique where developers can visualize the distribution of a 

certain problem signature among the user population.  This allows developers to select 

users reporting specific problem signatures without error.  
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6.3.1 Steps for prioritizing problems using product analysis 

The study makes use of an existing automatic logging system that captures log data from 

applications.  The entropy analysis results are generated as follows: 

 

1) For each version we record the problem signatures reported and the user that made the 

report.  We accumulate the statistics of each problem signature including the total number 

of reports made which will help in statistics calculated such as frequency.  We also record 

the unique users reporting it and the reports made by each user. 

2) We calculate the entropy of each problem signature based on the statistical data for each 

version. 

3) We rank problem signatures based on multiple criteria such as frequency and unique 

users to determine the priority of problem signatures.  We use our product analysis to 

determine the priority of problems and determine the overlap of problems identified from 

other criteria.  We select the top problem signatures based on product analysis criteria 

and automatically identify the users reporting them.  Edge weight is calculated for users 

based on similarity of problem signatures reported. 

4) We automatically calculated the user clusters based on the edge weights found in step 3 

by using hierarchical clustering techniques implemented in the Bunch clustering tool [10] 

and visualize the results.  User found to have reported the specific problem signature in 

step 3 are highlighted in the visualization. 
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6.3.2 Setup of the Experiment 

To compare the performance of our analysis in identifying the priority of problem 

signatures, we conduct three types of analysis to prioritize problem signatures based on different 

characteristics:  Frequency of reported problem signature, the number of unique users reporting 

the problem signature and the product entropy and frequency as described in section 6.1.   

 

1) Unique User Analysis (UA): 

 

This analysis determines the number of unique users that reported a given problem 

signature regardless of the number of times the user reported it.  A higher number of 

users reported for the problem signature would give it higher priority in this analysis 

since more users reporting indicates the problem signature has a larger sphere of 

influence.   If a problem signature is isolated to certain individuals, it is most likely a 

specific case, where a larger number of users affected indicates a fundamental problem in 

the software.  This type of analysis can prioritize problem signature in terms of their 

affected user base. 

 

2) Frequency Analysis (FA): 

 

This analysis finds the total number of reports for a given problem signature regardless of 

the user that reported it.  A high number of reports would give the problem signature a 

higher priority in this type of analysis.  Frequency determines the overall prominence of a 

problem signature.  Problems with high frequency are higher priority because they are 

higher recurring problems.  This means users are more likely to experience these 
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problems specifically. Developers would be interested in frequency because it could 

potentially tell which problem signature is most often encountered by users. 

 

3) Product Analysis (PA): 

 

This analysis involves finding the priority of a problem signature by considering the 1) 

frequency of a problem signature and 3) the entropy of a problem signature. Product 

analysis checks to see if each of the characteristics stated above are high as shown in Eq. 

(6-3).  Product analysis gives the largest values when the entropy is large (meaning the 

problem is well distributed) and the frequency that each user reports is high.  This 

signifies the users that report the problem signature do so frequently which cumulatively 

leads to a large frequency value overall.  Problem signatures that have high entropy but 

low frequency would yield a small product indicating only a small population reports it 

evenly.  However a high entropy and frequency indicates not only is it well distributed 

but a large population reports it as well.   

 

In general, problem signatures that ranked high in more than one analysis would have a 

higher priority but developers may consider some conditions trivial.  We rank the problem 

signatures according to each separate analysis. We select the top 20 problem signatures from each 

analysis.      Having high frequency and entropy instead of just high frequency will naturally 

increase its priority.   We then show the corresponding visualization of users affected by the 

problem signatures found in the overlap.    

The percentage of problem signatures common between product analysis and another (i.e. 

UA∩PA or FA∩PA) shows that the separate analysis is not as encompassing as PA.  This is 
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because PA can find problem signature with high number of users or frequency or both while 

individually UA and FA can only focus on one criteria.  We highlight the different combinations 

of priority that developers can use to assess their problem signatures: 

� The percentage of problem signatures from the union of criteria between PA (i.e. (UA∩PA) 

U (FA∩PA)) shows the problem signatures that either are the most predominant with good 

entropy or are the best distributed in the user population. 

� The percent of problem signature identified by PA but unaffected by intersecting criteria (i.e. 

PA ∩ ^(UA U FA)) gives an example of how developers can also filter criteria from certain 

analysis and focus purely on a single characteristic.  It shows the percentage of problem 

signatures that are exclusively reported in product analysis but never reported in unique user 

analysis or frequency analysis.  The exclusion is desirable among users if developers do not 

want the analysis influence by secondary factors.   

6.3.3 Analysis of Results 

Table 6-3. Percentage of the top twenty problem signature common in different analysis 

 Percentage 

of problems 

common to 

UA and PA 

 

Percentage 

of problems 

common to 

FA and PA 

 

Percentage of 

problems from 

the union of 

(UA∩PA)  and 

(FA∩PA) 

Percentage of 

problems in 

PA but not in 

UA or FA 

Version A 0.3 0.75 0.75 0.25 

Version B 0.9 0.85 0.95 0.05 

Version C 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.45 

Version D 0.4 0.65 0.65 0.35 

UA: Unique User Analysis 

FA: Frequency Analysis 

PA: Product Analysis 
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In comparison with the more traditional analyses (i.e., UA and FA), our analysis can identify 

the top priority problem signatures by considering the overall characteristics of the problems: 

entropy and frequency of the occurrences 

Table 6-3 shows the percent overlap among problem signatures across the different types of 

analysis for all the applications analyzed.  We show the percentage of problem common to UA 

and PA as well as FA and PA to highlight the fact only a fraction of the problem signature 

covered by the PA analysis will show up in UA or FA analysis.  For example, in Version A, only 

30% of problem signatures identified by UA are part of PA.  With the exception of Version B, all 

versions have little overlap.  The problem signatures identified by UA and FA but not PA are not 

as high priority because they would have a deficient characteristic (i.e. either low frequency for 

UA or low number of users for FA). This reinforces our point that individually UA and FA 

cannot identify as many high priority problem signatures as PA can. 

The main purpose of showing multiple analysis is to emphasize how our analysis can find 

problem signatures that may not necessarily fall into certain criteria.  For example the (UA∩PA) 

analysis included top priority signatures from UA.  However if the developers only wanted to see 

problem signature unaffected by UA they could not use that analysis or just a PA analysis.  

Therefore we include the analysis PA ∩ ^(UA U FA) to show the problem signature exclusive to 

PA only. 
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    a)  Affected users in Version A  b) Affected users in Version D  

Figure 6-4. Frequency analysis to show example exposure among users  

6.3.4 Distribution of problems among user clusters 

After developers have identified problem signatures based on their analysis in 6.2, they 

would want to see the distribution of the problem signatures among the user population.  The 

visualization would help them identify candidates for replication as well as showing the different  

sets of users affected when choosing different problem signatures.  We also show the 

visualizations to demonstrate that the problems identified by product analysis have higher user 

coverage and frequency than problems identified simply by frequency or unique user analysis.  It 

would also tell developers if a problem signature is isolated to a certain user cluster.  To show 

product analysis is a better technique we show the contrast of visualizations between FA and PA.  

We select versions A and D from table 6-3 for visualization to show these examples.  For every 

figure, the top five problem signatures in their category are chosen to observe their distribution 

among the users.  Dark highlighted user nodes indicate users that report at least one of the 
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 a)  Affected users in Version A  b) Affected users in Version D 

Figure 6-5 Product analysis showing more users affected than frequency analysis 

problem signatures chosen while light non-highlighted user nodes means those users report none 

of the problem signatures selected.  Edges within the user graph indicate the adjoining users 

report similar problems but not necessarily the chosen problem signatures.  The number of user 

nodes highlighted in each figure is dependent on the pervasiveness of the problem signatures (i.e. 

how much influence they exhibit).  Table 6-4 summarizes the average frequency of top priority 

problems reported by affected users in these examples.   

Table 6-4 Average frequency of reporting top priority problems by users affected 

 Average reporting 

frequency per 

affected user in 

figure 6-4 

Average reporting 

frequency per 

affected user in 

figure 6-5 

Average reporting 

frequency per 

affected user in 6-6 

Version A 26.0 14.5 134.3 

Version D 41.6 27.6 95.8 
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 a)  Affected users in Version A  b) Affected users in Version D 

Figure 6-6. Overlap of users from problem signatures common to FA and PA. 

Figure 6-4 a) and b) shows the user clusters for Versions A and D respectively where the 

highlighted sections are the users that report five problem signatures from FA.  This is the subset 

of the user population that reports problem signatures frequently reported but not necessarily in a  

distributed fashion.  While each of the users highlighted report the selected problem signatures 

with high frequency, it should be noted that the coverage of users is not significant to the total 

number of users present in the visualization.  This indicates that the problem signatures identified 

are isolated to certain individuals, which means the problem signature may not be as high priority 

as the distributed case. 

To contrast the previous results, we show the top five problem signature from the PA 

analysis.  Figures 6-5 a) and b) shows the same user clusters where the highlighted sections are 

for users that report the top five problem signatures from PA.  While the FA visualization from 

figures 6-4 a) and b) show users that report problem with high frequency, there are clearly more 

users affected by the identified problem signatures in figures 6-5 a) and b), making them higher 

priority.  The users highlighted in this analysis will also have a higher probability of frequently 
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reporting the problem signatures.  Visualizations from UA analysis may have a comparable 

number of users highlighted to PA, however the probability of each user reporting the problem 

signature frequently could be lower.  This visualization reaffirms the better coverage of product 

analysis over frequency or unique user analysis. 

Figure 6-6 a) and b) shows the same user clusters where the highlighted users are for those 

that report the top five problem signatures common in FA and PA.  We show this visualization to 

demonstrate frequency analysis has insignificant overlap from users identified with product 

analysis (as shown in figure 6-5 a) and b)).    It also demonstrates that developers cannot rely on 

the same users to replicate different problems regardless if they are considered high priority or 

not.  While product analysis provides the most useful information both statistically and visually, 

the visualization technique does not show the advantage of using product analysis over unique 

user analysis.  When visualizing top problems identified in both analysis, the number of users 

highlighted within the visualization would be comparable.  However the users highlighted by the 

product analysis would report the problem signatures with greater frequency than unique user 

analysis but there is no way to visualize the frequency.  Even if statistically, product analysis is 

more useful, the visualizations for product and unique user analysis would look the same. 

6.4 Chapter 6 Summary 

In this chapter we showed a technique that can combine the frequency and entropy of a 

problem to find its relative priority among users to other problems.  We also devised a way to 

visualize the problem distribution in order to help developers quickly identity suitable users for 

replication.  The next chapter summarizes the work done in previous chapters and the 

contributions of the thesis as a whole. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Work 

We present several techniques for mining log information in bulk in order to extract new 

information that otherwise may not be found individually.  We defined IFFP, FMR, FAR and 

OFR metrics to indicate the quality of software after release, identified several useful patterns 

from an abstracted view of the log data and showed that product analysis is an effective way to 

prioritize problems.  The effectiveness of our techniques is shown by performing various case 

studies on beta versions of software applications used by millions of people worldwide.  In this 

section, we summarize the most significant contributions of our thesis and discuss the future 

work. 

7.1 Thesis Contributions 

 

In this section we discuss the major contributions of the thesis.  The most significant was the 

providing techniques to 1) evaluate user perceived quality, 2) propose three graph types to 

highlight relationships between users and problems 3) create visualization schemes to provide 

insight into the nature of problems and 4) evaluate the priority of problems. 

 

Establish metrics to predict the user perceived quality in software if released in current 

state: Determining the disposition of users for software before release into market is important to 

see if it is ready for production.  We proposed four metrics to evaluate unique aspects of user 

experiences. Using the metrics, we quantify the failures reported in the testing period of thirty 

day’s testing period. The results of metrics can be used to determine if the software is ready for 

release or is still premature by scoring the distribution of failures that would be encountered by 

the average user for the software application. The case study shows that proposed metrics are 
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sufficiently independent from each other and MTBF to convey unique information. It can predict 

the state of bugs in software after the use of 6 months, 1 year and 2 years respectively.  We also 

show that the metrics can also predict the disposition of users by correlating the metric scores to 

the average usage period of each version. 

 

Propose three types of graphs for easy identification of problem patterns: Many problems 

may seem like isolated or trivial cases until they can be linked to other factors to create patterns.  

Many of these patterns cannot be seen unless all the data is pooled together into a high level view.  

We proposed three types of graphs for visualizing the field testing results and testing users. The 

graphs help provide a high level view of the large amount of field testing results. We identify five 

patterns which help managers and developers make best use of the results of the field testing and 

improve future field testing efforts. For example, developers can identify problematic and 

representative users to help in replicating problems or planning future testing efforts.  We 

automate the identification of patterns to reduce the complexity of the analysis for practitioners. 

 

Create a visualization technique to identify the origins of problems: Field testing is an 

important phase of quality improvement processes in quality-driven software organization.  We 

demonstrate the importance of having a high level overview of the structure of problems. We 

presented a visualization which developers can use to understand the interdependencies between 

reported problems.  Using this knowledge, they can pinpoint areas of the code which require 

additional error checking or additional documentation. They can also prioritize their bug fixing 

efforts and determine which problems are easier to replicate due to the small number of 

interacting problems. 
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Propose an analysis technique that can determine the priority of problems: The distribution 

and priority of problems is largely unknown to developers when they are initially reported by 

users.    We define problem signatures in order to eliminate uncertainty whether certain problems 

are similar or not.    Our analysis technique provides flexibility to developers for determining the 

priority of problem signatures by allowing them to combine multiple criteria such as frequency 

and unique users.  We also introduce product entropy as one of the possible criteria for 

determining the priority of problem signatures.   The visualization technique allows developers to 

see the actual distribution of different problem signatures among their users and helps them to 

recruit users for replicating problem signatures with greater efficiency.  We create an automated 

process that uses clustering algorithms to sort the users into clusters based on similar problem 

signatures to identify which users are most related. 

7.2 Limitations and Future Work 

There are several avenues in our work that have not been fully explored yet.  In the future, 

the work can be extended in the following directions: 

 

Determine if metrics reflect user opinions in other applications: In the future, we plan to 

conduct user studies to evaluate the accuracy of the metrics in predicting the user perceived 

quality of software.  Developers would use the metric framework to generate data on their user’s 

experience and determine if the results positively affect their decision when to release their 

software into the market. 

 

Increase the repertoire of patterns identified: Our visualization approach is designed to help 

developers eliminate problems with greater efficiently.  We plan to conduct an empirical study to 
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investigate the improvement in field testing effort using the proposed approach. We plan to 

examine more versions of software to extend our catalog of patterns. 

 

Determine effectiveness of the product analysis in identifying high priority problems: The 

entropy analysis technique is used to help developers find the problems that deserve the greatest 

attention according to their criteria.  The visualization technique allows developers to eliminate 

uncertainty for recruiting users by showing them the exact users who reported a specific problem.  

In the future we plan to conduct empirical studies to determine if the number of severe bug 

reports after deployment were fewer than predicted after applying our analysis technique.    We 

also plan to conduct surveys as to whether developers found it easier to recruit users for 

replication using our visualization technique.  In addition, we hope to increase the accuracy of the 

visualization technique by giving different color schemes to users who reported a problem with 

varying frequencies instead of using only one color to identify all users regardless of frequency. 
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